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Abstract

Despite their importance, the discussion of spillover effects in empirical research often misses the rigor dedicated to endogeneity concerns. We analyze a broad set of workhorse models of firm interactions and show that spillovers naturally arise in many corporate finance settings. This has important implications for the estimation of treatment effects: i) even with random treatment, spillovers lead to an intricate bias, ii) fixed effects can exacerbate the spillover-induced bias. We develop guidance for empirical researchers, use our method to analyze the effect of a credit supply shock on employment, and highlight differences in results compared to current empirical practice.
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1 Introduction

Spillovers arise in many corporate finance settings through firm competition or local interdependencies among firms. Assume, for example, that a firm is subject to a credit supply shock, a natural catastrophe, a cash windfall, a different tax treatment, or a new regulation affecting, for example, the capital or ownership structure. These treatments naturally affect firms in the same industry through competitive interactions, or firms in the same region through local demand and agglomeration effects. In this paper, we explore the impact of spillovers on the estimation of treatment effects in classic corporate finance settings.

The source of spillovers depends on the economics of the problem. We therefore start by providing a theoretical foundation based on a broad set of classic workhorse models of firm interactions. Spillovers in these models arise either from competitive effects (e.g., price or quantity competition between oligopolistic firms) or through spatial interactions (e.g., local demand spillovers or agglomeration effects). A pervasive result of all workhorse models is that the firm-level outcome—such as investments, sales, or employment—depends not only on a firm’s own treatment status, but also on the fraction of treated firms in the same industry or region. We highlight key commonalities and differences across models. For example, we show that a shock on the capacity typically results in heterogeneous spillovers on treated and non-treated firms, whereas a shock on the production costs often results in homogeneous spillover effects.

Our theoretical insights have three key econometric implications: First, the existence of spillover effects implies that the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA) is violated. Thus, even with random treatment assignment, spillovers lead to a bias in estimating treatment effects. We further show that the resulting bias is complicated: even in a simple linear model, the bias depends on higher-order moments of the group-level treatment fraction; and estimates that ignore spillovers are not only wrong in magnitude, but can also have the wrong sign. Second, adding (industry or region) fixed effects can worsen the problem. As fixed effects estimators focus on within-group variation, any bias induced by spillovers within an industry or within a region can be amplified with fixed
effects estimators. Third, the econometric strategy to handle spillover effects depends both on the source of spillovers as well as the nature of the shock (e.g., a shock that acts as a capacity constraint requires estimating a model with heterogeneous spillover effects).

We illustrate the effects of spillovers in an empirical setting based on Huber (2018) who examines the effects of bank lending on the real economy, exploiting an exogenous lending cut by Commerzbank (CB), a large German bank, during the financial crisis. We replicate the analysis using the original methodology and find very similar results: firms fully dependent on CB cut employment by 2-3 percentage points (direct effect). Furthermore, in a county with average CB-dependence, demand spillovers lead to an additional cut in employment for all firms by 3 percentage points (indirect effect).

Applying our insights to this setting uncovers three novel insights. First, the direct effect of CB-dependence on firm employment is twice as large as estimated in Huber (2018). For a firm fully dependent on CB, the direct effect amounts to 5.5 percentage points. This is because the negative county-level spillovers are predominantly driven by the control group firms—i.e., spillover effects are asymmetric. This asymmetry—the second novel insight—is consistent with the predictions of a simple local demand model with negative shocks to a subset of firms. In particular, the credit supply reduction is the binding constraint for treated firms—i.e., firms fully dependent on CB. Instead, for control group firms—i.e., firms not dependent on CB—the associated drop in demand (and not the credit supply) constitutes the binding constraint. Third, the original results from Huber (2018) imply that for each employee who loses her job as a result of her employer’s CB dependence, 6-8 employees lose their jobs due to (demand) spillovers. Applying our framework reduces this ratio significantly: each direct job loss only results in 3 additional job losses due to (demand) spillovers. We argue that assessing the relative contribution of direct and indirect effects is important in order to formulate an effective policy response. For example, while direct effects can be addressed on the bank level (e.g., recapitalization), indirect effects are not internalized even by a well-capitalized bank.

Based on our analysis, we provide a three-step guidance for applied researchers how to handle spillovers in empirical corporate finance research using firm-level data. First, researchers should consider the most plausible economic mechanism for spillovers (e.g.,
competition, demand, or agglomeration effects), the nature of the shock (e.g., a shock on marginal costs or a shock that acts as a binding capacity constraint) as well as the most plausible dimension, \( g \), for spillovers (e.g., industry or region). Second, the relation between outcome and treatment is generally of the form \( y_i = f(d_i, \tilde{d}_g, d_i \tilde{d}_g) \) in all workhorse models of firm interactions, where \( y_i \) is the outcome for firm \( i \), \( d_i \) is a treatment indicator, and \( \tilde{d}_g \) is the fraction of treated units in group \( g \). The workhorse models predict that the asymmetric effect \( d_i \tilde{d}_g \) is in particular important for shocks that act as a binding capacity constraints (such as a financial constraint). This is due to the fact that a treated firm is less sensitive to the overall competitive situation or aggregate demand as it cannot increase its capacity. Third, we provide a simple way to illustrate direct effects, spillover effects, and aggregate effects in a single graph. We hope that this guidance will be useful to academics in future research.

Our paper contributes to the growing literature on empirical methods in (corporate) finance and economics (Bertrand, Duflo, and Mullainathan 2004; Ali, Klasa, and Young 2009; Petersen 2009; Roberts and Whited 2012; Gormley and Matsa 2014; Jiang 2017; Goodman-Bacon 2018; Borusyak and Jaravel 2017; Grieser and Hadlock 2019). The importance of assuming non-interference when interpreting randomized experiments goes back to Cox (1958) and Rubin (1978), and several papers have discussed either the importance of this assumption in specific settings [see e.g., Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996), Heckman, Locner, and Taber (1998), and Miguel and Kremer (2004) for earlier work and Boehmer, Jones, and Zhang (2020), Bustamante and Frésard (2020), and Duguay, Minis, and Sutherland (2020) for recent examples], or developed empirical models to estimate spillover effects [see e.g., Manski (1993) for peer effects, Anselin (1988) and Elhorst (2014) for spatial econometrics, Duflo and Saez (2003), Baird, Bohren, McIntosh, and Özler (2018), and Vazquez-Bare (2018) for the design of experiments in the presence of spillover effects]. We add to this literature in three ways. First, we document that spillover effects naturally arise in typical papers in corporate finance. Second, we analyze a broad set of workhorse models on firm interactions and derive common insights from these models. In particular, SUTVA is violated in all models, and the relation between outcome and treatment depends on the group-level treatment fraction. Third, we dis-
cuss the econometric implications, thereby showing that spillovers in common workhorse models lead to an *intricate* bias in estimating treatment effects.\(^1\)

Our paper is further linked to the literature on structural estimation in (corporate) finance, which relies on an explicit theoretical model to impose identifying restrictions (e.g. Hennessy and Whited \citeyear{HennessyWhited2005}; Hennessy, Levy, and Whited \citeyear{HennessyLevyWhited2007}). We document that spillover effects in key models of firm interactions are governed by a similar structure. In particular, spillovers depend on the fraction of treated firms in the same industry or region in all models, and shocks to the capacity of a firm result in heterogeneous spillovers.

We also contribute to the literature on the effects of credit supply on the real economy (see, for instance, Chodorow-Reich \citeyear{ChodorowReich2014}; Khwaja and Mian \citeyear{KhwajaMian2008}),\(^2\) documenting that spillovers play a major role in the transmission of credit supply shocks, and can significantly bias direct treatment effect estimates of credit supply shocks.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: in Section \(^2\) we provide a survey of papers that estimate treatment effects using difference-in-differences (DiD) models to give an overview if and how spillover effects are discussed in the existing literature. In Section \(^3\) we analyze spillover effects in a broad set of classic workhorse models of firm interactions. This theoretical discussion lays the ground for the conceptual discussion in Section \(^4\) on how to handle spillover effects in empirical research. Section \(^5\) provides guidance for empirical researchers, and Section \(^6\) illustrates the importance of accounting for spillover effects in an empirical application on the effects of credit supply contractions on employment. Section \(^7\) concludes.

\(^1\)The discussion about spillover effects in empirical research is also related to the literature on estimating general equilibrium effects. While we focus on identification in partial equilibrium, correctly identifying causal effects is informative for general equilibrium models. As argued by Nakamura and Steinsson (2018), “identified moments” (i.e., causal effects estimated using partial equilibrium techniques such as DiD setups) are helpful as target moments that general equilibrium models should match. In this paper, we show that spillover effects have to be taken into account in partial equilibrium estimations to generate meaningful identified moments. Else, estimates are biased and without clear economic interpretations. There is also a nascent literature on using partial equilibrium estimates to make aggregate statements (see e.g. Sraer and Thesmar \citeyear{SraerThesmar2019}; Chodorow-Reich \citeyear{ChodorowReich2020}). Such techniques, however, require an explicit treatment of the aggregation framework, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

2 Survey of papers in major journals

We provide a survey of papers that estimate treatment effects using a difference-in-differences (DiD) approach—a setting with a clear control and treatment group—in Table 1. A DiD approach is used in 103 out of 610 papers published in the main economics and finance journals in 2017. Out of the 103 DiD papers, only 22 papers (21%) contain some discussion of spillovers and only 17 papers (16%) contain a quantitative analysis of spillovers (see Panel A). Papers that address spillovers mostly follow one of three strategies (see Panel B): 1) control group observations where spillovers are most plausible are dropped from the sample, 2) control group outcomes are regressed on an exposure measure to spillovers, 3) estimates on the individual level are compared with estimates on a more aggregate level. We show that all three strategies are viable under specific assumptions, though these assumptions are not identical for the three strategies discussed above.

Panel C compares papers that discuss with those that do not discuss spillovers. Among papers that discuss spillovers, the fields of labor and education economics are most common (about one-third of all papers). These are areas where indirect (typically peer) effects traditionally receive more attention. Among papers that do not discuss spillovers, about two-thirds of the papers are corporate finance or financial intermediation papers. These are papers that conduct analyses on the firm level, considering variables such as investment, firm value, compensation/earnings, credit supply, asset (or sales) growth, innovation, and employment. Spillover effects may naturally arise in these settings if firms compete with one another or affect one another locally (e.g., through agglomeration or local demand effects). For instance, output choices (such as investment in capacity, employment, or sales growth) or innovation activities may be determined in an industry equilibrium, which implies that shocks to a subset of units will likely have an effect on competitors as well.

The key takeaway from this survey is that spillover effects are often ignored in firm-level analyses, even though they are highly plausible in these settings. In the next section, we analyze key economic contexts for firm-level spillovers. We then show that spillover effects can severely bias estimators that are typically applied in empirical research.
3 Theoretical Foundations

In this section, we introduce “treatments” in classic workhorse models of firm interaction and show that spillover effects naturally arise in all models. This provides the theoretical foundation for our conceptual discussion on how to treat spillover effects in empirical studies with firm-level data. Specifically, we discuss firm interdependencies arising through (imperfect) competition and spatial interaction between firms as plausible sources of spillover effects.\(^3\)

In all models, we introduce two different treatment types that can be considered as simple stylized representations of a variety of treatment effects that are considered in firm-level DiD settings. The first treatment is a shock on the firm’s cost function, i.e., the marginal costs of a subset of firms (“treated firms”) increase. This may be because of a negative shock to a firm’s technology, or because of a regulation that increases the costs of production. The second treatment is a shock on the firm’s capacity, i.e., the production capacity is constrained for “treated firms”. This may be because of a credit supply shock that cuts off a firm from receiving external finance, or a natural disaster that destroyed production sites.\(^4\)

To cleanly isolate spillover and treatment effects, we assume that firms are symmetric before the shock.

In what follows, we focus on the main insights and similarities of the models and provide their intuitions. All mathematical details all relegated to the Online Appendix. To discuss the main results of the models in a concise way, we use the following notation: \(d_i\) denotes the treatment indicator of firm (or unit) \(i\); it is equal to 1 if the firm is subject to the treatment, and 0 otherwise. In addition, \(\bar{d} \in (0, 1)\) represents the fraction of treated firms.

**Imperfect competition:** We consider two widely-used models of (imperfect) competition between firms. These are, first, classic Cournot (quantity) competition and, second, price competition with differentiated products with firms located on a circle, as developed by Salop (1979). Both are workhorse models in oligopoly theory. In particular, Cournot

\(^3\)Although imperfect competition and spatial interaction between firms are certainly not the only sources for spillovers on the firm level, both are core economic relationships between firms.

\(^4\)We also allow for a capacity constraint of zero, which implies that treated firms go bankrupt. See Bernstein, Colonnelli, Giroud, and Iverson (2019) for an in-depth analysis of spillovers in this case.
competition applies to markets in which firms sell commodities, such as oil or wheat, and is heavily used in competition policy, e.g., for merger analysis (see Farrell and Shapiro (1990) and Nocke and Whinston (2010), among many others). Price competition with differentiated products applies to a wide range of markets in which different brands or types of goods are available, ranging from food over electronics to services. Circular competition along the lines of Salop (1979) is a common way to study this form of competition.\footnote{We also confirm our results by considering a third model with a representative consumer, following Bowley (1924) and Singh and Vives (1984), which encompasses both quantity and price competition and allows, for instance, to generalize the Cournot model to account for product differentiation.}

In both models, we determine the equilibrium output of treated and non-treated firms. The output variable can subsume a variety of measures, such as firm size or number of sales, and is (positively) correlated with e.g. firm value and employment. Therefore, when empirically estimating potential differences between treated and non-treated firms, several variables can be used.

In a nutshell, the functioning of the models is as follows: A firm’s output does not only depend on its own cost/capacity but also on the quantities or prices of its rivals. In case of quantity competition, smaller quantities by rivals increase the equilibrium price, which implies that each firm’s profit margin is larger, inducing the firm to increase its output. Similarly, in case of price competition, if rivals charge a higher price and therefore sell less, a firm’s output is higher. While the direct shock is relevant only for treated firms, and implies that the output of treated firms is lower compared to non-treated firms, the spillover effect from rivals affects both treated and non-treated firms.

As a result, we obtain that, in both models (i.e., quantity or price competition) and irrespective of the treatment type (i.e., marginal cost shock or capacity constraint), the output of each firm depends on its own treatment status (i.e., $d_i$), as well as the fraction of treated firms (i.e., $\bar{d}$). The existence of a “$\bar{d}$-effect” implies that SUTVA is violated in both models for both shocks, as the outcome of each firm also depends on the treatment status of other firms in the economy. The intuition is as follows: A firm that is exposed to higher costs or reduced capacity (i.e., has a negative shock) chooses a lower output or sets a higher price. If a larger number of firms experiences such a cost shock (i.e., $\bar{d}$ increases), the direct effect on these firms is negative but the spillover effect on all firms
is positive as competition is reduced.

It is important to note that the “$\bar{d}$-effect” is an equilibrium property of both models. The fact that spillovers only depend on the overall treatment intensity ($\bar{d}$) arises naturally in classic oligopoly models in which firms are symmetric without shock, and does not depend on the way we choose to model spillovers.

In addition, $\bar{d}$ may affect treatment and control-group firms differently, that is, the outcome may also depend on the interaction between $d_i$ and $\bar{d}$, which we denote by $d_i\bar{d}$. The existence of an asymmetric “$\bar{d}$-effect” for treatment and control-group firms, however, depends on the nature of the treatment (but not the underlying model). In case of a shock on marginal costs, the spillover effect is homogenous, which implies that only $\bar{d}$ but not $d_i\bar{d}$ affects the outcome. The reason is that the reduced quantity (Cournot model) or the higher price (Salop, 1979 model) of a treated firm affects the profit of competitors in the same way, regardless of whether the competitor belongs to the control group or the treatment group. Instead, if a shock occurs on the capacity, treated firms cannot benefit from spillover effects as they produce at the capacity limit, regardless of how many other firms are exposed to the shock. This implies that $\bar{d}$ does not affect the outcome of treated firms. By contrast, firms in the control group benefit from the spillover effect, as some of their competitors sell a lower quantity.

**Spatial interaction:** In case of spatial interaction between firms, we also consider two different types of models: a model of demand spillovers and a model of agglomeration economies. The former is a highly relevant scenario in many local markets and also builds the intuition for our empirical analysis in Section 6. To analyze this case, we consider an adaptation of the framework by Shleifer and Vishny (1988) and Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989). These papers are the most prominent ones dealing with demand spillovers and develop a tractable model to analyze the phenomenon. To model agglomeration effects, we consider a simple framework that captures the effect that clustered firms benefit more than isolated firms from factors which, for instance, lead to cheaper production. Our model partly follows the widely-used framework of d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) and considers that firms benefit from a larger number of other firms due to investment.

---

6Agglomeration benefits along these lines are discussed by Marshall (1890), Hoover (1948), and Krugman (1991), among many others.
spillovers that reduce own costs.

Our main finding is again that, in both models and for both types of shocks, SUTVA is violated, and the outcome for each firm depends on $d_i$, $\bar{d}$, and in some cases the interaction between the two.

First, a shock on the capacity of treated firms leads to very similar results as in case of imperfect competition, that is, spillover effects are heterogeneous between treated and control group firms. As treated firms produce at the capacity constraint, they are again not affected by spillovers. By contrast, the outcome for firms in the control group depends on the overall fraction of treated firms (i.e., $\bar{d}$). The main difference to the models with imperfect competition is the sign of the spillover effect. The effect is positive with imperfect competition, i.e., a negative shock to competitors strengthens the competitive position of control group firms. In case of spatial interaction, firms in the control group are negatively affected by spillovers, as there is either lower employment and therefore reduced demand (local demand model), or fewer investments in aggregate and therefore higher production costs (agglomeration model).

Second, if the shock occurs on marginal costs, spillovers are homogenous with agglomeration economies. This is because the cost-reducing effect of investments by neighboring firms is of the same strength for treated and non-treated firms. By contrast, in local demand models, a marginal cost shock results in heterogeneous spillover effects. The intuition is rooted in the effect that the spillover arises due to a change in employment, which induces a change in the disposable income of consumers. Because treated firms have higher costs, they sell less, and are thus less exposed to a shock on the purchasing power of consumers. Therefore, if the disposable income falls due to the reduction in employment as a consequence of the shock, control group firms experience a stronger negative effect as they sell a larger quantity.

Finally, both for imperfect competition and spatial interaction between firms, we show the results using models with a linear demand function and constant returns to scale (see the Online Appendix for details). These assumptions are common in the literature and allow us to derive closed-form solutions for the equilibrium. If the shock is on marginal costs, we obtain a simple linear relationship between equilibrium output and the variables
\(d_i, \bar{d}, \text{ and } d_i\bar{d}\). If the shock is on the capacity constraint, \(d_i\bar{d}\) affects the equilibrium output non-linearly in some models but \(d_i\) and \(\bar{d}\) also enter the equilibrium expressions in a linear way in all models. Our theoretical foundation therefore provides some justification for estimating a linear model to uncover the strength of the different effects.

**Key insights:** Overall, several key insights emerge from the theoretical analysis:

1. *SUTVA is violated in common models of firm interaction,* such as competitive interaction and spatial interaction. This holds both for shocks on firms’ marginal cost and capacity.

2. *The relation between outcome and treatment is generally of the form* \(y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})\), *which implies that:*

   (a) *spillover effects are determined by the overall treatment intensity in the economy,* i.e., \(\bar{d}\);

   (b) *spillover effects are often heterogeneous* on units in the treatment group and the control group, i.e., \(y_i\) can be a function of \(d_i\bar{d}\), even if units are symmetric before the shock.

Table 2 provides a summary of the results showing which variables determine the outcome for the different contexts and shocks.

## 4 Econometric framework

In this section, we draw on the theoretical results developed above and introduce an econometric framework to analyze the implications of spillovers on estimating treatment effects.

### 4.1 Assumptions, notation and framework

We make the following key assumption:

A.1 Treatment status fulfills the conditional independence assumption (CIA).
A.2 Outcomes not only depend on treatment status of an individual firm, but also on the treatment intensity in an industry (in case of competition models) or a region (in case of spatial models).

A.3 Spillovers occur within industries/regions, but not across industries/regions (i.e., we abstract from general equilibrium effects).

A.4 We assume a linear relationship throughout the paper.

A.1 ensures that—in the absence of spillovers—treatment effects can be recovered from a (conditional) comparison of treated and control group firms. A.2 is guided by the workhorse models on firm interaction discussed in Section 3; it implies that SUTVA is violated. A.3 states that we remain in a partial equilibrium framework. A.4 follows standard practice in most empirical papers, e.g., typical DiD models.

These assumptions might not be fulfilled in real-life: treatment might not be random, more sophisticated models can yield non-linear relationships as well as relationships that depend on other moments than the mean treatment intensity in an industry/region, and general equilibrium effects can be important in practice. Our aim here is not to claim that these assumptions are generally fulfilled in every situation. Instead, we want to show in a convincing way that, even with random treatment and in simple but commonly employed models on firm interaction, treatment effects are biased, the resulting bias is complicated, and treatment estimates cannot only be wrong in magnitude, but also have the wrong sign.

Our notations closely follow Roberts and Whited (2012). We denote by $d_{ig}$ a treatment indicator for unit $i$ in group $g$ that is equal to 1 if treatment is received, and 0 otherwise. Group $g$ typically represents an industry or region, and it is known and observable to the researcher. We denote by $\bar{d}_g$ the fraction of units treated in group $g$. The outcome $y_{ig}$

---

7 We make this assumption because methods to tackle endogeneity have been widely discussed in the literature, see Angrist and Pischke (2009) and Roberts and Whited (2012) for an overview.

8 The two assumptions A.2 and A.3 are also referred to as exchangeability (spillovers do not depend on the specific identity of treated “neighbors”) and partial interference (spillovers confined within group), see e.g., Vazquez-Bare (2018).

9 Depending on the setting, defining the most plausible dimension for spillovers can be challenging. Note, however, that any researcher who ignores spillover effects in her setting makes the implicit assumption that either no spillover effects exist or the relevant group $g$ comprises the entire sample population.
can thus be written as:

\[ y_{ig} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 d_{ig} + \beta_T \overline{d}_g d_{ig} + \beta_C \overline{d}_g (1 - d_{ig}) + \epsilon_{ig}. \]  

(1)

Model (1) contains a direct treatment effect (\( \beta_1 \)) as well as spillover effects to treated units (\( \beta_T \)) and to control units (\( \beta_C \)).\(^{10}\) It is straightforward to see that spillovers—if ignored—induce a bias in estimating \( \beta_1 \) because \( d_{ig} \) and \( \overline{d}_g \) are correlated \( [\rho(d_{ig}, \overline{d}_g) \neq 0] \).

In the following, we show that—even in the simple linear form (1)—spillover effects induce a complicated bias in estimating treatment effects.

The direct treatment effect (\( \beta_1 \)) warrants a more formal discussion. Let \( y_{ig} = y_{ig}(d_{ig}, \overline{d}_g) \) be the function linking individual treatment (\( d_{ig} \)) and group-level average treatment intensity (\( \overline{d}_g \)) to the outcome variable \( y_{ig} \). We define the direct effect, or equivalently, the direct treatment effect as \( \lim_{\overline{d}_g \to 0} y(1, \overline{d}_g) - y(0, \overline{d}_g) \). The direct effect is well defined if \( y(d_{ig}, \overline{d}_g) \) is continuous in \( \overline{d}_g \) and it is meaningful if \( \lim_{\overline{d}_g \to 0} y(0, \overline{d}_g) = y(0, 0) \). These two properties are naturally fulfilled by the linear model (1), but can also easily be extended to non-linear models. We call this term the direct effect because it measures the treatment versus control group difference when almost all units are control group units. Given the continuity assumption, this term therefore has the natural interpretation of being a direct treatment effect that is not affected by spillover effects.

4.2 Bias in estimating treatment effects when spillovers are ignored

In the following, we discuss the results of estimating:

\[ y_{ig} = \tilde{\beta}_0 + \tilde{\beta}_1 d_{ig} + \tilde{\epsilon}_{ig}, \]  

(2)

\(^{10}\)Model (1) is a special case of both Manski (1993) and of models typically used in the spatial econometrics literature (see, for example, Anselin, 1988; Elhorst, 2014). In our case, spillovers occur via \( \overline{d}_g \), while Manski (1993) and spatial spillover models also allow for spillovers via \( \overline{y}_g \) (endogenous spillover effects) and via the error term, (see Born and Breitung, 2011 for diagnostic tests for the existence of endogenous spillover effects and spillover effects via the error term). Specific to our setup, the spillover variable \( \overline{d}_g \) is bounded between \([0, 1]\), allowing us to derive statements that go beyond the results in the spatial econometrics literature.
when the true model is (1). The crux of (1) is that the spillover terms are mechanically correlated with the treatment indicator. Even if treatment is assigned randomly and thus \( \text{Cov}(d_{ig}, \epsilon_{ig}) = 0 \), the spillover terms are generally still correlated with the treatment indicator \( \text{Cov}(d_{ig}, \beta_T d_g + \beta_C (1 - d_{ig})) \neq 0 \) and thus lead to a bias when estimating \( \beta_1 \) via (2).

**Proposition 1** Assume \( y_i \) follows (1). Estimating (2) yields

\[
E\left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \bar{d} + \beta_T \frac{\text{Var}(d_g)}{\bar{d}} + \beta_C \frac{\text{Var}(d_g)}{1 - \bar{d}}. \tag{3}
\]

Proof: See Appendix.

Proposition 1 has two basic implications. First, estimating (2) does not generally yield the direct treatment effect \( \beta_1 \), even if treatment is random. The first term, \((\beta_T - \beta_C) \bar{d}\), arises from heterogeneous spillover effects which are attributed to \( \beta_1 \) when estimating (2). The last two terms arise because treated units are by definition more prevalent in high-treatment groups while control units are disproportionately prevalent in low-treatment groups. This unintentionally leads to an additional bias, \( \beta_T \frac{\text{Var}(d_g)}{\bar{d}} + \beta_C \frac{\text{Var}(d_g)}{1 - \bar{d}} \), that is increasing in the variance of \( d_g \). In the empirical application in Section 6, we further show that the resulting bias can have an economically significant effect in real-life settings.

Second, the bias is complicated. The bias depends on higher-order moments of \( d_g \) that are typically not reported in empirical studies. Estimates that ignore spillovers are not only wrong in magnitude, but can also have the wrong sign. For example, \( \beta_1 \) can be negative, but the positive variance-terms in (3) can lead to a positive \( \hat{\beta}_1 \).

Researchers might be inclined to use group fixed effects in order to focus on within-group variation in treatment status. The following proposition shows that group fixed effects do not necessarily decrease the bias in \( \hat{\beta}_1 \):

\[11\text{If no pure control (}d_g = 0\text{) and no pure treatment (}d_g = 1\text{) group exists, then the bias associated with } \text{Var}(d_g) \text{ in (3) can be avoided by using sampling weights (see Baird, Bohren, McIntosh, and } \ddot{\text{O}}zler, 2018, \text{ for example). More specifically, using weights } 1/d_g \text{ for treated units and weights } 1/(1 - d_g) \text{ for control units offsets the overrepresentation of treated units in high-treatment groups and the overrepresentation of control units in low-treatment groups. Our target in this section is, however, not to provide an estimator that avoids the bias, but rather to show the bias that arises when estimating a model without spillovers in a setting where spillovers are present.}\]
Proposition 2 Assume \( y_i \) follows (1) and \( \bar{d}_g \not\in \{0, 1\} \) for at least one group \( g \). Estimating (2) with group fixed effects yields:

\[
E \left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \left[ \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \frac{\bar{d}E(\bar{d}_g^3) - (E(\bar{d}_g^2))^2}{\bar{d}(\bar{d} - E(\bar{d}_g))} \right],
\]

with \( 0 \leq \theta \leq \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}}. \)

Proof: See Appendix.

Three facts stand out. First, using fixed effects removes any bias in estimating \( \beta_1 \) if spillover effects are homogenous (\( \beta_T = \beta_C \)). This is intuitive because within-group treatment and control units are subject to the same treatment intensity \( \bar{d}_g \).

Second, with heterogenous spillover effects (\( \beta_T \neq \beta_C \)), the bias is more convoluted than in Proposition 1 and includes the third moment of the distribution of group means. This is likely to be hard to interpret. Specifically, we are not aware of studies that provide higher-order moments of group-level mean treatment intensities. However, these moments would be necessary to understand the bias when using fixed effects in set-ups with spillover effects.

Third, the bias in estimating \( \beta_1 \) can be larger with fixed effects than without. This is because spillovers occur within groups, but not across groups. As the fixed effects estimator focuses on within-group variation, but discards across-group variation, the bias induced by spillover effects can be amplified with fixed effects estimators.

4.3 Evaluation of existing strategies in the literature

In light of the preceding discussion of biases through spillovers, we can now interpret the strategies applied in the empirical literature to address spillover concerns. In Sec-

\[\text{Fixed effects regressions are econometrically equal to regressions on de-meaned variables. Given that the mean of the outcome variable } y_i \text{ is a non-linear function of the treatment intensity } \bar{d}_g \text{ (see section 4.3 below), the bias includes the third-order moment of } \bar{d}_g.\]

\[\text{To see this in formulas (3) and (4), assume there are some groups with } \bar{d}_g = k \text{ for fixed } k \in (0, 1) \text{ and add an arbitrarily large number of pure-control groups (} \bar{d}_g = 0 \text{). In this case, the spillover-induced bias associated with } \beta_C \text{ converges to zero in (3) (because } \bar{d} \to 0 \text{). With fixed effects, the pure control groups are absorbed, and the spillover-induced bias associated with } \beta_C \text{ is equal to } \beta_C k, \text{ which is larger than the corresponding bias in (3).} \]
tion 2 (Panel B of Table 1), we discussed three main strategies: first, dropping controls where spillovers are most likely. Second, testing for spillovers within control group units. Third, comparing estimates from a regression on the individual level with estimates from aggregate-level regressions.

Dropping controls where spillovers are most likely can be interpreted as a regression

\[ y_{ig} = \tilde{\beta}_0 + \tilde{\beta}_1 d_{ig} + \epsilon_{ig} \]

using the entire sample of treated units but dropping control units with \( \bar{d}_{ig} > 0 \). This results in an estimate:\(^{14}\)

\[ E[\hat{\beta}_1] = \beta_1 + \beta_T \bar{d} + \beta_T \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} \]  

(5)

Thus, for this strategy to provide an unbiased estimate of \( \beta_1 \), we need to assume \( \beta_T = 0 \), i.e., there are no spillovers to treated units.

Testing for spillovers within control group units can be interpreted as testing for \( \beta_C = 0 \) in the regression

\[ y_{ig} = \tilde{\beta}_0 + \tilde{\beta}_C \bar{d}_g + \epsilon_{ig} \]

using the sample of control group units only. If \( \beta_C = 0 \), this results in the same estimate as (5); hence, as above, testing for \( \beta_C = 0 \) is a potential avenue to deal with spillover concerns, but requires the assumption \( \beta_T = 0 \).

In settings where spillovers and aggregate effects are of interest, another common approach in the literature is a two-step procedure: Regressions on a disaggregated level provide estimates of the direct treatment effect. Regressions on an aggregated level are used to inform the researcher about spillovers and aggregated effects:

\[ y_{ig} = \tilde{\beta}_0 + \tilde{\beta}_1 d_{ig} + \epsilon_{ig}, \]  

(6)

\[ \bar{y}_g = \gamma_0 + \gamma_1 \bar{d}_g + u_g. \]  

(7)

This approach faces two challenges: First, \( \tilde{\beta}_1 \) does not measure the direct effect as discussed in detail above. Second, \( \gamma_1 \) either disproportionately captures spillovers to controls (\( \beta_C \)) or spillovers to treated units (\( \beta_T \)) depending on the distribution of \( \bar{d}_g \). To see this, note that the group-level average of our model (1) can be written as

\[ E[\bar{y}_g] = E[y_{ig}|d_{ig} = 1] - E[y_{ig}|d_{ig} = 0, \bar{d}_g = 0] = \beta_1 + \beta_T \bar{d} + \beta_T (E[\bar{d}_g|d_{ig} = 1] - \bar{d}) = \beta_1 + \beta_T \bar{d} + \beta_T Var(\bar{d}_g). \]
\[ \beta_0 + (\beta_1 + \beta_C)\bar{d}_g + (\beta_T - \beta_C)\bar{d}_g^2 \]

It follows that

\[ \frac{\partial E[\bar{y}_g]}{\partial \bar{d}_g} = \begin{cases} 
\beta_1 + \beta_C & \text{for } \bar{d}_g = 0 \\
\beta_1 + \beta_T & \text{for } \bar{d}_g = 0.5 \\
\beta_1 - \beta_C + 2\beta_T & \text{for } \bar{d}_g = 1 
\end{cases} \tag{8} \]

Thus, if \( \bar{d}_g \) is close to zero, the slope of the regression on the aggregate level is determined by \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_C \). On the other hand, for larger \( \bar{d}_g \) the slope of the regression on the aggregate level is mainly determined by \( \beta_1 \) and \( \beta_T \). This is intuitive: if group level average treatment intensities are low, then control units dominate and spillovers to control units dominate the group level average, and vice versa. This suggests that researchers looking at the same data generating process (1) will get strikingly different slopes for regressions on the aggregate level depending on the value of \( \bar{d}_g \) in the data set at hand. Only for the homogenous case, \( \beta_C = \beta_T \), (8) is equivalent to \( \frac{\partial E[\bar{y}_g]}{\partial \bar{d}_g} = \beta_1 + \beta_C \), so that the slope of the aggregate-level regression is independent of the average treatment intensities \( \bar{d}_g \).

Taken together, the strategies applied in the literature are viable under specific assumptions, though these assumptions are not identical for the three strategies discussed above. While the first two strategies require the assumption \( \beta_T = 0 \) (no spillovers to treated units), the last strategy requires the assumption \( \beta_T = \beta_C \). It is clear that both assumptions together can only be fulfilled if \( \beta_T = \beta_C = 0 \) (i.e., there are no spillovers). It is therefore important to check the plausibility of each assumption in the respective setting before deciding how to deal with spillover effects.

---

\(^{15}\)The group level average is equal to

\[ E[\bar{y}_g] = \bar{d}_g y(1, \bar{d}_g) + (1 - \bar{d}_g) y(0, \bar{d}_g) = \bar{d}_g (\beta_0 + \beta_1 + \beta_T \bar{d}_g) + (1 - \bar{d}_g) (\beta_0 + \beta_C \bar{d}_g) = \beta_0 + (\beta_1 + \beta_C) \bar{d}_g + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \bar{d}_g^2. \]

\(^{16}\)One might argue that this is just a matter of estimating the correct functional form: if the data generating model on the individual level is linear, then the model on the aggregate level is quadratic. Given that the linearity assumption on the individual level is ad-hoc, why worry about the functional form on the aggregate level. However, we would argue that regressions on the individual and aggregate level should be internally consistent with each other.
4.4 Example

In this subsection, we provide a stylized example that shows our effects in a simple way. Assume that some coffee shops are subject to a shock that increases marginal costs from $10 to $14 per pound of coffee beans (e.g., due to a rise in the input price of a bean producer delivering half of the shops). Without interaction between coffee shops, the raise in the input price leads to a raise in the final price per cup of coffee for treated shops, and thereby to a reduction in their sales, whereas the price and the sales of control shops remain unchanged. However, in this situation, as well as in many other economic situations, spillovers—e.g., due to competition—are likely to exist. In particular, since a portion of competitors increase their prices, some consumers start searching and may switch coffee shops. For a coffee shop in the control group, this implies an increase in its sales. For a coffee shop in the treatment group, this implies that its sales reduction is lower if more shops in the region are treated as well. Let us assume that spillovers follow a simple homogenous spillover model and that coffee shops compete within but not across cities \((g)^{17}\):

\[
y_{ig} = 10 - 4d_i + 3.6\bar{d}_g d_i + 3.6\bar{d}_g (1 - d_i). \tag{9}
\]

The situation is depicted in case 1 of Figure \(1\). The direct treatment effect is equal to \(\beta_1 = -4\). Because spillovers are homogenous, the difference between control and treated coffee shops at the mean treatment intensity \(\bar{d} = 0.5\) is also equal to \(-4\) (difference between the black and orange square in the figure).

Let us further assume that in half of the cities, 90\% of coffee shops are subject to the shock, while in the other half of the cities 10\% of coffee shops are subject to the shock. Treated coffee shops are therefore overrepresented in high-treatment cities \([E(\bar{d}_g|d_{ig} = 1) = 0.9 \cdot 90\% + 0.1 \cdot 10\% = 0.82]\), and the sales of treated coffee shops are equal to 8.952 \((10 - 4 + 3.6 \cdot 0.82)\). Control group coffee shops are underrepresented in high-treatment cities \([E(\bar{d}_g|d_{ig} = 0) = 0.9 \cdot 10\% + 0.1 \cdot 90\% = 0.18]\), and the sales of control group coffee shops are 10.648 \((10 + 3.6 \cdot 0.18)\). Thus, when spillovers are ignored, the treatment effect

\(^{17}\)The spillover model in \((9)\) can, for example, be obtained from a Cournot model with an inverse demand of \(P = 110 - Q\), a marginal cost (net of shock) equal to 10, and 9 coffee shops. Using these numbers in the Salop model leads to a similar equation.
has the same sign, but a different magnitude (difference between the black and the orange triangle in the figure: $\tilde{\beta}_1 = 8.952 - 10.648 = -1.696$ versus the true direct treatment effect of $\beta_1 = -4$). Specifically, the true direct treatment effect is larger compared to the case when spillovers ignored.

More generally, going beyond the specific numeric example [9], ignoring spillovers can also lead to wrong conclusions about the direction of the treatment effect. First, estimates that ignore spillovers can have the wrong sign even when spillovers are homogenous. This can happen when the spillover coefficients ($\beta_T, \beta_C$) are large in magnitude relative to the direct treatment effect ($\beta_1$). An example is depicted in case 2 of Figure 1, while the direct treatment effect is negative, a researcher who ignores spillovers estimates a positive treatment effect ($\tilde{\beta}_1$). As an example, assume that firms are subject to a new regulation (such as an increase in reporting requirements, or stricter environmental standards). For an individual firm, the requirement might be burdensome and create a competitive disadvantage. However, outcomes might still be better when all firms are treated than when all firms are not treated [19]. In such a setting, a researcher who ignores spillovers can estimate negative, zero, or positive treatment effects depending on the data at hand, even if the underlying model is exactly the same.

Second, when spillovers are heterogeneous, intuitive statements on the bounds of treatment effects can be invalid. As an example, assume that a negative shock is accompanied by spillovers that widen the difference between treated and control units (see case 3 in Figure 1). Researchers might argue that ignoring spillover effects results in a lower bound for the direct treatment effect. However, treatment estimates that ignore spillovers might actually be closer to zero than the direct treatment effect ($\beta_1$ vs $\tilde{\beta}_1$ in the figure). This is because spillovers are governed by the terms $\beta_T \cdot \bar{d}_g$ and $\beta_C \cdot \bar{d}_g$, and even if $\beta_T < \beta_C$, $\bar{d}_g$ will usually be larger for treated units than for control units because $\bar{d}_g$ is larger in high-treatment regions.

More formally, in the case of homogenous spillovers ($\beta_T = \beta_C$), Proposition [1] simplifies to $E \left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \beta_1 + \beta_T \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}_g(1-\bar{d}_g)}$. Since $\frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}_g(1-\bar{d}_g)} \in [0, 1]$, the sign of the treatment effect estimate can flip if $\beta_T > -\beta_1$.

5 Guidance for empirical researchers

Our discussion in Sections 3 and 4 can be summarized in the following three-step guidance.

Step 1: Consider the most plausible economic mechanism for spillovers (e.g., competition, demand, or agglomeration spillovers), the nature of the shock (e.g., shock on marginal costs or shock on capacity), as well as the most plausible dimension for spillovers (i.e., the groups \( g \) in the preceding discussion, such as industry or region). Guidance ultimately has to come from economic theory and from institutional knowledge of the setting at hand.

Step 2: For a shock on costs without demand spillovers, a homogenous spillover model can be estimated. In a linear model, this implies estimating:

\[
y_{ig} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 d_{ig} + \beta_S \bar{d}_g + \epsilon_{ig},
\]

(10)

where \( d_{ig} \) denotes the treatment indicator and \( \bar{d}_g \) denotes the fraction of treated firms in group \( g \).\(^{20}\) If the shock acts as a constraint on capacity, or if demand spillovers play a major role, then a heterogenous spillover model should be estimated, i.e.:

\[
y_{ig} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 d_{ig} + \beta_T \bar{d}_g d_{ig} + \beta_C \bar{d}_g (1 - d_{ig}) + \epsilon_{ig}.
\]

(11)

Note that (10)/(11) should be estimated without group fixed effects (unit-level or group-level controls can be added if appropriate). Furthermore, estimating (10)/(11) is based on the assumption that \( d_{ig} \) and \( \bar{d}_g \) are exogenous.

Step 3: Using the coefficients \( \beta_0, \beta_1, \) and either \( \beta_S \) [for (10)] or \( \beta_T \) and \( \beta_C \) [for (11)], plot the outcome variable as a function of the treatment intensity, i.e., \( E[y_{ig}|\bar{d}_g] \), separately for the treatment units, the control units and the group level averages [in the formulas below, both \( \beta_T \) and \( \beta_C \) need to be substituted by \( \beta_S \) if (10) is

\(^{20}\)Note that the fraction of treated units, \( \bar{d}_g \), is not necessarily an equal weighted average of the treatment indicator \( d_i \). Conceptually, \( \bar{d}_g \) should reflect the market share of treated firms in competition models, the share of investment/R&D expenses in agglomeration models, and the share in terms of the number of employees or the wage bill in demand spillover models.
The resulting figure (see Figure 2 in the next section for an example) provides information about all key treatment effects: The difference between the graphs for the treated and control units at $d_g = 0$ provides an estimate of the direct treatment effect $\beta_1$. The graph for the group level averages provides the aggregate effect if all groups are treated with a treatment intensity of $d_g$. The difference between the graph for treated units and the graph for control units provides an estimate for the treatment-minus-control effect at various levels of $d_g$.

6 Application: Credit supply and employment

We apply our framework to the setting in Huber (2018) who analyzes the causal effect of exposure to a bank lending cut on firms and counties. In particular, he examines the effects of the lending cut by a large German bank, Commerzbank (henceforth CB), during the financial crisis of 2008-2009 and argues that this event represents an exogenous shock to its German borrowers. We use this setting as the research question is of general importance. Further, the careful documentation and execution of the study lends itself to replication and extension.

CB decreased lending primarily as a result of losses suffered on its trading portfolio. Specifically, trading losses were due to investments in asset-backed securities related to the U.S. subprime mortgage market and its exposure to the insolvencies of Lehman Brothers and large Icelandic banks. Huber (2018) provides evidence suggesting that the losses were unrelated to CB’s domestic loan portfolio, supporting the conjecture that the lending cut constitutes an exogenous event from the perspective of any given firm. In the presence of credit market frictions, such as switching costs in long-term lending relationships (Sharpe,
lending cuts can negatively affect borrowers and, e.g., result in decreased employment or investment. We refer the reader to Huber (2018) for an in-depth discussion of institutional details, potential endogeneity concerns, and the effect of the lending cut on credit availability for CB dependent firms.

Given our interest in spillover effects, we focus on the regional variation of the employment effects resulting from CB’s lending cut. Huber (2018) investigates the existence of “indirect effects” at the county level. Specifically, he tests if the negative effect of the lending cut on employment is increasing in the CB dependence of other firms in the same county, while keeping constant the firms’ direct exposure. We re-visit this evidence and apply our framework introduced in the preceding sections.

6.1 Data

We follow Huber (2018) in the data collection and processing as close as possible. Firm level data for German public and private firms is obtained from Bureau van Dijk’s AMADEUS database. Information on bank-firm relationships comes from AMADEUS BANKERS. We apply the same filters and restrictions as Huber (2018). We restrict the dataset to German firms with non-missing information on the number of employees in 2007.\footnote{Huber (2018) uses 2006 as the base year to define control variables. We base our analysis on a 2018 snapshot of AMADEUS data obtained via WRDS. AMADEUS provides at most 10 recent (fiscal) years of data for the same company (Kalemli-Ozcan, Sorensen, Villegas-Sanchez, Volosovych, and Yesiltas 2015), i.e., coverage is (reasonably) complete from 2007 onwards.} We further require information on firms’ date of incorporation, county, and industry to be available to construct basic firm level control variables. We drop firms in the financial and public sectors\footnote{Specifically, we exclude financial services and related industries, including holding companies (NACE codes 65-70), industries that are mainly public sector in Germany, i.e., administrative services, education, healthcare, and arts & culture (NACE codes 81, 82, 84-88, and 90-92), and activities of organizations and private households (NACE codes 94 and 97-99).} and restrict the sample to firms with available information on their relationship banks\footnote{Huber (2018) uses proprietary data on historical lending relationships of German firms and fixes lending relationships in 2006. The difference in the base year is because we use a 2018 snapshot of the AMADEUS BANKERS database, which only reports current lending relationships. However, firm-bank relationships are extremely sticky [cf. Giannetti and Ongena (2012) and Kalemli-Ozcan, Laeven, and Moreno (2018) who compare different vintages of AMADEUS BANKERS]. While using a 2018 snapshot of firm-bank relationships may introduce noise in the estimation, our baseline estimates are very close to those reported in Huber (2018).} The final sample comprises 23,436 firms.

We follow Huber (2018) and calculate the employment change from 2008 to 2012 (sym-
metric growth rate) for each firm. We define a variable, $CB \ dep_{ic}$, as the fraction of firm $i$’s lending relationships that are with CB out of the firm’s total number of relationship banks. We define $\overline{CB \ dep}_{ic}$ for each firm $i$ as the average CB dependence of all other firms in the same county ($c$), excluding firm $i$ itself. For robustness, we additionally define an indicator variable, $CB \ dep \ (0/1)_{ic}$, that equals one if $CB \ dep_{ic}$ is greater or equal to 0.5, and zero otherwise.

Table 3 shows summary statistics for the final sample. Firms have an average of two relationship banks. Consistent with Huber (2018), the average CB dependence is about 0.17. The average number of employees is 177 and the average firm age is about 23 years.

### 6.2 Baseline results

We start with a baseline estimation of potential indirect effects on firms in counties with a high CB dependence, following Huber (2018). In particular, we estimate the following model:

$$employment \ growth_{ic} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 CB \ dep_{ic} + \beta_2 \overline{CB \ dep}_{ic} + \gamma' X_{ic} + \epsilon_{ic},$$

(15)

where $employment \ growth$ is the firm’s symmetric employment growth rate over the 2008 to 2012 period, defined as: $2 \ast (employment_{2012} - employment_{2008})/(employment_{2012} + employment_{2008})$. As noted above, $CB \ dep_{ic}$ measures the CB dependence of firm $i$, located in county $c$. $\overline{CB \ dep}_{ic}$ is the average CB dependence of all other firms located in the same county $c$, excluding firm $i$ itself. $X$ is a set of firm controls, defined following Huber (2018). In particular, we include indicator variables for 4 firm size bins (1-49, 50-249, 250-999, and $> 1,000$ employees as of 2007), the log age as of 2007, and industry indicators (2-digit NACE code). Standard errors are clustered at the county level. Results are shown in Table 4.

Our results are broadly consistent with Huber (2018), whose baseline estimates we

---

24We follow Huber (2018) in using an equal weighting to construct $\overline{CB \ dep}_{ic}$. It is plausible that larger firms induce higher (demand) spillovers than smaller firms, which might call for a weighting of $\overline{CB \ dep}_{ic}$ by the number of employees. At the same time, credit supply shocks affect smaller firms more than larger firms [see Berg (2018) for the size-dependency of credit supply shocks in Germany during and after the financial crisis] as larger firms can better substitute to other funding sources.
report in column 4 for comparison. The coefficient on $CB\ dep_{ic}$ ranges between $-0.019$ and $-0.033$ ($-0.03$ in Huber [2018]) and the coefficient on $\overline{CB\ dep}_{ic}$ is $-0.155$ ($-0.166$ in Huber [2018]). Using the estimates from column 3, these results imply that full CB dependence reduces employment growth by about 2 percentage points (p.p.) for a firm in a county where no other firm had CB among their relationship banks (the “direct effect”). This effect is amplified by CB dependence of other firms in the region: a one standard deviation (SD) greater CB dependence of other firms (6%, cf. Table 3) reduces employment growth by $6\% \times 0.155 \approx 1$ p.p. more. Given the implicit assumption of symmetric spillover effects for treated and control group firms, $-1$ p.p. is also the indirect effect on firms not dependent on CB.

6.3 Full spillover model

Next, we amend the model and allow for asymmetric effects for treated and control group firms, i.e., we estimate the flexible model introduced in Section 4:

$$employment\ growth_{ic} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 CB\ dep_{ic} + \beta_2 \overline{CB\ dep}_{ic} \times CB\ dep_{ic} + \beta_3 CB\ dep_{ic} \times (1 - CB\ dep_{ic}) + \gamma X_{ic} + \epsilon_{ic}.$$ (16)

This model relies on the four key assumptions A.1-A.4 discussed in Section 4.1: conditional independence assumption (CIA), outcomes depend on individual treatment status and treatment intensity in the same region (exchangeability), no spillovers across regions (partial interference), and linearity. The CIA is discussed in-depth in Huber (2018). The exchangeability assumption relies on spillovers not depending on the specific identity of the treated neighbors. This assumption is plausible for demand spillovers if the composition of local demand is similar for employees at different firms. Partial interference is also plausible for local demand spillovers, particularly for non-tradable sectors. We return to this point in the analyses below. The relationship at hand is plausibly continuous (no cliff effects) and we use a linear model as a first-order approximation.

---

$^{25}$The fact that the coefficient on the average CB dependence ($CB\ dep_{ic}$) is very close to the estimate in Huber (2018) while the coefficient estimate on the individual CB dependence ($CB\ dep_{ic}$) is closer to zero is consistent with our measure of CB dependence being somewhat noisy given that we rely on more recent bank-firm relationship data.
As explained in Section 3, our theoretical foundation can provide guidance on the potential channels through which credit supply shocks can create externalities. A particularly plausible spillover channel, also emphasized in Huber (2018), is the existence of local demand effects. That is, a negative credit supply shock for (some) firms in a region can lead to a demand contraction with negative externalities.

We provide a simple model with local demand effects in the Online Appendix (see also the discussion in Section 3). The model makes the following key predictions: i) a negative shock on firms’ marginal cost or production capacity (here: due to a credit supply contraction) will result in a negative direct effect on employment for treated (here: CB dependent) firms. ii) A drop in employment leads to a demand contraction, which puts additional pressure on employment in the economy. iii) This effect is asymmetric. If treatment is a binding shock on production capacity, this is the main constraint for treated firms. In particular, treated firms produce at the capacity constraint, irrespective of local demand conditions. By contrast, control group firms (here: firms not dependent on CB) are affected only through a drop in local demand, i.e., control group firms experience a negative indirect effect.

In summary, theory predicts asymmetric spillover effects in the form of $\beta_C < \beta_T \leq 0$ in the presence of local demand effects. We test this prediction by estimating eq. 16. The results are shown in Table 5.

The results indicate that spillover effects are indeed driven by control group firms. Consistent with the theoretical predictions of the local demand model, $\beta_C$ is negative and highly statistically significant, while $\beta_T$ is close to zero and insignificant (column 3). The coefficient $\beta_C$ indicates that a one SD greater CB dependence of other firms would result in an employment growth reduction by about $6\% \times 0.184 \approx 1.1$ p.p. for firms with no relationship to CB.

The effect for a firm fully dependent on CB is $-5.5$ p.p. irrespective of the CB dependence of other firms in the county (column 3). This “direct effect” is more than twice

---

26 We use a simple local demand model (based on Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny [1989]) with linear demand and a 1:1 relationship between output and employment. However, we also checked richer set-ups with e.g. more complex production functions and obtained very similar results. In particular, in all set-ups, the spillover effects are negative and asymmetric, i.e., firms in the control group are affected more strongly than firms in the treatment group.
as large compared to the estimate that does not account for spillover effects (column 1), i.e., estimating eq. (2). The difference in effect size is, if anything, even more pronounced relative to a model that only allows for symmetric spillover effects (column 2). Given that $\beta_C < 0$, the fact that estimating eq. (15) results in an underestimation of $\beta_1$ follows directly from Proposition 1. This highlights that not accounting for spillover effects, or assuming that effects are symmetric, can result in a severe over- or underestimation of the direct treatment effect. Results are similar when we use an indicator variable that equals one if CB $dep_{ic} \geq 0.5$, and zero otherwise (columns 4 to 6).

Figure 2 depicts the county level spillover effects using equations (12) - (14) and the estimates from column 3 of Table 5. The figure illustrates several points. First, one can easily read off the direct effect, i.e., the implied employment growth at a treatment fraction of zero (−5.5 p.p.). Second, the difference between treatment and control units diminishes quickly with increasing county level treatment as result of asymmetric spillovers. This visualizes why not accounting for asymmetric effects leads to an underestimation of the direct effect. Third, the employment decline is similar for treatment and control units in counties with a treatment fraction of $\sim 0.3$. Fourth, the relationship between average county employment growth and average county CB dependence is non-linear as implied by (8).

Highlighting that credit supply-induced spillover effects can be different for treated and control group firms is of economic importance. First, this result fosters our understanding of the propagation of credit supply shocks through the economy. Asymmetric spillover effects are consistent with credit supply-induced local demand effects. We provide further empirical evidence in support of this channel in the next subsection. Second, the estimates can also be used to assess the relative contribution of direct and indirect effects. The original results in Huber (2018) imply a ratio of indirect-to-direct effect of 5.5 to 1 in the average county, i.e., for each employee who loses her job as a result of her firm’s CB dependence, 5.5 employees lose their jobs due to (demand) spillovers. Applying our framework reduces this ratio significantly: each direct job loss results in only additional

---

27At a higher treatment fraction the implied effect for firms without CB dependence would even be below the effect for firms dependent on CB. This result, however, should be treated with caution given that the 95th percentile of the county CB dependence is 0.26 (cf. Table 3), i.e., there are very few observations above this value and the confidence intervals are large for treatment fractions beyond 0.3.
3 job losses due to (demand) spillovers in the average county. This difference in results primarily stems from the incorporation of asymmetric spillover effects. Third, assessing the relative contribution of direct and indirect effects is important in order to formulate an effective policy response. For example, while direct effects can be addressed on the bank level (e.g., through a recapitalization), indirect effects are not internalized even by a well-capitalized bank.

Overall, this discussion highlights that ignoring spillover effects or assuming that spillover effects are symmetric for treated and control group firms can lead to a biased (i.e., over- or under-) estimation of the direct treatment effect, as shown formally in Proposition 1. In this specific setting, our results suggest that the direct effect of CB’s lending cut on affected firms reported by [Huber (2018)] likely underestimates the true effect. This is because spillovers are asymmetric: while control group firms are indirectly affected, the employment growth at treatment firms does not vary with county level CB dependence.

6.4 Cross-sectional variation

In this section, we seek to provide further evidence for the conjecture that indirect effects arise due to a local demand channel. We exploit that firms in tradeable sectors are less susceptible to local demand conditions than firms in non-tradeable sectors (see, e.g., [Mian, Sufi, and Verner (2020)]). We split the sample into tradeable and non-tradeable sectors based on NACE codes [Bertinelli, Cardi, and Restout (2016)].

Table 6, column 1, reports baseline estimates removing sectors that cannot be classified as tradeable or non-tradeable. Results are virtually identical to Table 5, column 3. The subsample analysis is reported in columns 2 and 3. While standard errors increase in the subsamples, the coefficient on CB dep, i.e., the direct effect, is very similar for firms in tradeable and non-tradeable sectors (−5.3 vs. −6.5 p.p.). This is expected as also firms in the tradeable sector should be negatively affected if their own credit supply conditions

---

28The employment reduction resulting from direct effects is −0.48 p.p. in [Huber (2018)] for the average county (average CB dependence of 0.16 × −0.03, cf. Table 4 column 4). The indirect effect is −2.66 p.p. (0.16 × −0.166, cf. Table 4 column 4), giving a ratio of 5.53 to 1. The corresponding calculation using the estimates from Table 3 column 3, is: direct effect = −0.94 p.p. (0.17 × −0.055) and indirect effect = −2.60 p.p. (1 − 0.17) × 0.17 × −0.184), implying a ratio of 2.77 to 1. Note that an average CB dependence of 0.16 (0.17) is used in the former (latter) calculation to reflect the (marginal) differences in summary statistics, see Table 1 in [Huber (2018)] vs. Table 3.
deteriorate. More interestingly, the results indicate that the indirect effect for firms not dependent on CB is significantly more pronounced in the non-tradeable sector (coefficient of \(-0.245\) vs. \(-0.122\)). This is consistent with the indirect effect working through a local demand channel that predominantly affects firms more susceptible to local conditions.

Results are even stronger when using an indicator variable that equals one if \(\text{CB dep}_{ic} \geq 0.5\), and zero otherwise (columns 4 to 6). The direct effect is almost the same and highly statistically significant in both subsamples (\(-5\) vs. \(-5.7\) p.p.). The indirect effect is large and significant in the non-tradeable subsample (\(-0.165\)) and relatively small and not statistically significant in the tradeable subsample (\(-0.064\)).

7 Conclusion

Spillover effects arise naturally in many corporate finance settings. Yet, despite their importance, the discussion of spillover effects in empirical research misses the rigor dedicated to endogeneity concerns. In this paper, we have analyzed a broad set of workhorse models of firm interactions—via competitive effects, demand spillovers, and agglomeration effects—and have discussed the implications on estimating treatment effects in empirical corporate finance.

Conceptually, we highlight two key results. First, even with random treatment, spillovers lead to an intricate bias in estimating treatment effects. The bias is convoluted and depends on second- or, in the case of fixed effects regressions, third-order moments of group-level treatment intensities. Simple rules (such as “divide the treatment effect by two” in case that control group units benefit from a negative shock to treated units) are insufficient to describe the resulting bias. Second, we document that including fixed effects, a common approach to strengthen identification in the presence of endogeneity concerns, can exacerbate the bias arising from spillovers.

We develop a simple guidance for empirical researchers, apply it to an empirical credit supply shocks. As argued, among others, by Berg (2018) and Beck, Da-Rocha-Lopes, and Silva (forthcoming), liquid firms may be able to (temporarily) counterbalance credit supply contractions by drawing on existing cash buffers. Consistent with this conjecture, we find evidence that both direct and indirect effects are stronger for firms that have ex ante lower cash to assets ratios (untabulated).
supply shock setting, and highlight differences in the results compared to current empirical practice. For example, we demonstrate that direct effects of a credit supply shock are underestimated by a factor of 2-3 using current practice. We hope that this guidance will be useful to academics in future research.
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Figure 1: Illustration of the bias arising from spillover effects

This figure illustrates the bias that arises when spillover effects exist, but are ignored in the estimation of treatment effects. All graphs are based on the linear spillover model (1) and we assume that half of the groups have a treatment intensity of $d_g = 90\%$ and half of $d_g = 10\%$. Case 1 provides a scenario with homogenous spillovers ($\beta_0 = 10, \beta_1 = -4, \beta_T = \beta_C = 3.6$). Case 2 provides a scenario with larger, but still homogenous, spillovers ($\beta_0 = 10, \beta_1 = -4, \beta_T = \beta_C = 8$). Case 3 provides a scenario with heterogenous spillovers ($\beta_0 = 10, \beta_1 = -4, \beta_T = 2, \beta_C = 4$).
Figure 2: Commerzbank’s lending cut and spillover effects at the county level

This figure illustrates the county level spillover effects of Commerzbank’s lending cut on firms with and without Commerzbank dependence. In particular, the figure plots employment growth from 2008 to 2012 as a function of the average Commerzbank dependence of a county using equations (12) - (13) and the estimated coefficients from Table 5 column 3. Further shown are 90% confidence intervals and the county level average employment growth ($y_{avg.}$; cf. equation (14)).
Table 1: Survey of papers in Economics and Finance journals

This table provides a survey of difference-in-differences papers published in the main economics and finance journals in 2017 (American Economic Review, Econometrica, Journal of Political Economy, Quarterly Journal of Economics, Review of Economic Studies, Journal of Finance, Journal of Financial Economics, Review of Financial Studies). In step 1, we automatically search for different versions of the term “difference-in-difference”. In step 2, we manually check all papers and exclude those that were marked by the algorithm but did not contain a difference-in-difference analysis. In step 3, we automatically check for terms related to spillovers (“spillover”, “spillovers”, “indirect effect”, “general equilibrium”, “aggregation”, and “aggregate”). In step 4, we manually check whether spillovers were indeed discussed and/or analyzed in these papers.

Panel A: Overview

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total number of papers</th>
<th>610</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of difference-in-differences papers</td>
<td>103 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No discussion of spillovers</td>
<td>81 (79%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some discussion of spillovers</td>
<td>22 (21%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion only</td>
<td>5 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion and analysis</td>
<td>17 (16%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Panel B: Papers with discussion of spillovers

- **Informal method used to analyze spillovers**
  - 1. As potential concern in direct effects estimation: 8 (47%)
  - Drop controls where spillovers most likely: 6 (35%)
  - Other: 2 (12%)
  - 2. As supplementary evidence: 9 (53%)
  - Within control group estimation of spillovers: 7 (41%)
  - Regression on individual and aggregate level: 2 (12%)

- **Spillover level that is discussed**
  - Region: 8 (36%)
  - Industry: 4 (18%)
  - School/Course: 3 (14%)
  - Occupation: 2 (9%)
  - Other (e.g. fund family, medical service type): 5 (23%)

Panel C: Papers with versus without spillover discussion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spillover discussed (N=22)</th>
<th>Spillovers not discussed (N=81)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Research area</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labor/Education</td>
<td>Corporate finance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>39 (48%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporate finance</td>
<td>Financial intern.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>14 (17%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial intern.</td>
<td>Asset pricing/mgmt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10 (12%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Labor/Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>4 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion only</td>
<td>Other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discussion and analysis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17 (16%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Key outcome variable(s) (categories)**
  - Compensation, earnings: 4 (18%)
  - Schooling outcomes: 3 (14%)
  - Cash holdings: 2 (9%)
  - Employment: 2 (9%)
  - Consumption: 2 (9%)
  - Investment: 9 (11%)
  - Firm value: 5 (6%)
  - Compensation, earnings: 5 (6%)
  - Credit supply: 5 (6%)
  - Cap. structure, ext. fin.: 4 (5%)
  - Asset or sales growth: 4 (5%)
  - Innovation: 3 (4%)
  - Employment: 3 (4%)

- **Unit of observation**
  - Firms: 42 (52%)
  - Individual: 10 (45%)
  - Firm: 7 (32%)
  - Region: 3 (14%)
  - Industry: 2 (2%)
  - Other: 18 (22%)

*Papers may use multiple key outcome variables. All outcome variables that are used in at least 2 (3) papers that do (not) discuss spillovers are listed.*
**Table 2: Outcome dependency on spillovers**

This table provides an overview of the functional relationship of spillovers in classic workhorse models of firm interactions. See the Online Appendix for detailed formulas and the derivation of the relationships.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competition models</th>
<th>Shock on cost</th>
<th>Shock on capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cournot</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d})$</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salop</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d})$</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spatial Interaction</th>
<th>Shock on cost</th>
<th>Shock on capacity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand spillover</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})$</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agglomeration</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d})$</td>
<td>$y_i = f(d_i, \bar{d}, d_i\bar{d})$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Summary statistics

This table shows summary statistics for the firm employment cross section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>p5</th>
<th>p50</th>
<th>p95</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CB $dep_{ic}$</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB $dep_{ic} (0/1)$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CB $dep_{ic}$</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of relationship banks$_{ic}$</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment (fiscal year 2007)$_{ic}$</td>
<td>176.78</td>
<td>2,645.54</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
<td>455.00</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (fiscal year 2007)$_{ic}$</td>
<td>22.67</td>
<td>21.31</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>17.00</td>
<td>62.00</td>
<td>23,436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The unit of observation is the firm level $i$. The dependent variable is the symmetric growth rate of firm employment from 2008 to 2012. $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ is the fraction of the firm’s relationship banks that are Commerzbank branches. $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ is the average Commerzbank dependence of all other firms in the same county ($c$), excluding firm $i$ itself. The following control variables are included when indicated: indicator variables for 4 firm size bins (1-49, 50-249, 250-999, and over 1,000 employees as of 2007), the log of firm age (as of 2007), and industry fixed effects (2-digit NACE codes). Robust standard errors, clustered at the county level, are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Column 4 shows the estimates from Huber (2018) Table 10, column 1 for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB dep_{ic}</strong></td>
<td>-0.033***</td>
<td>-0.024***</td>
<td>-0.019**</td>
<td>-0.030***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.008)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CB dep_{ic}</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.155***</td>
<td>-0.166**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry fixed effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size bin fixed effects</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln age</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>23,436</td>
<td>23,436</td>
<td>23,436</td>
<td>48,101</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The unit of observation is the firm level $i$. The dependent variable is the symmetric growth rate of firm employment from 2008 to 2012. $\text{CB dep}_{ic}$ is the fraction of the firm’s relationship banks that are Commerzbank branches. $\text{CB dep}_{ic} (0/1)$ is a dummy variable that equals one if the fraction of the firm’s relationship banks that are Commerzbank branches is $\geq 0.5$, and zero otherwise. $\overline{\text{CB dep}}_{ic}$ ($\overline{\text{CB dep}}_{ic} (0/1)$) is the average Commerzbank dependence, calculated based on $\text{CB dep}_{ic}$ ($\text{CB dep}_{ic} (0/1)$), of all other firms in the same county ($c$), excluding firm $i$ itself. The following control variables are included when indicated: indicator variables for 4 firm size bins (1-49, 50-249, 250-999, and over 1,000 employees as of 2007), the ln of firm age (as of 2007), and industry fixed effects (2-digit NACE codes). Robust standard errors, clustered at the county level, are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(1)</th>
<th>(2)</th>
<th>(3)</th>
<th>(4)</th>
<th>(5)</th>
<th>(6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CB dep}_{ic}$</td>
<td>-0.024***</td>
<td>-0.019**</td>
<td>-0.055**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.009)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\text{CB dep}}_{ic}$</td>
<td>-0.155***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.044)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.112)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\text{CB dep}}<em>{ic} \times \text{CB dep}</em>{ic}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\text{CB dep}}<em>{ic} \times (1 - \text{CB dep}</em>{ic})$</td>
<td>-0.184***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.092***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.033)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CB dep}_{ic} (0/1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.028***</td>
<td>-0.025***</td>
<td>-0.053***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.006)</td>
<td>(0.007)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{CB dep}_{ic} (0/1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.068)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\text{CB dep}}<em>{ic} (0/1) \times \text{CB dep}</em>{ic} (0/1)$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\overline{\text{CB dep}}<em>{ic} (0/1) \times (1 - \text{CB dep}</em>{ic} (0/1))$</td>
<td>-0.115***</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.115***</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(0.038)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6: Tradeable vs non-tradeable sectors

The unit of observation is the firm level $i$. The dependent variable is the symmetric growth rate of firm employment from 2008 to 2012. $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ is the fraction of the firm’s relationship banks that are Commerzbank branches. $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ ($CB_{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}}$) is a dummy variable that equals one if the fraction of the firm’s relationship banks that are Commerzbank branches is $\geq 0.5$, and zero otherwise. $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ ($CB_{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}}$) is the average Commerzbank dependence, calculated based on $CB_{dep_{ic}}$ ($CB_{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}}$), of all other firms in the same county ($c$), excluding firm $i$ itself. The following control variables are included when indicated: indicator variables for 4 firm size bins (1-49, 50-249, 250-999, and over 1,000 employees as of 2007), the ln of firm age (as of 2007), and industry fixed effects (2-digit NACE codes). The sample is restricted to firms in tradeable or non-tradeable sectors, when indicated. Base refers to the full sample, excluding firms in sectors that cannot be classified as tradeable or non-tradeable. Robust standard errors, clustered at the county level, are in parentheses. ***, **, and * denote significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample:</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Non-tradeable</th>
<th>Tradeable</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Non-tradeable</th>
<th>Tradeable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(2)</td>
<td>(3)</td>
<td>(4)</td>
<td>(5)</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{ic}}$</td>
<td>-0.062**</td>
<td>-0.065</td>
<td>-0.053</td>
<td>-0.057**</td>
<td>-0.057**</td>
<td>-0.050**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.030)</td>
<td>(0.041)</td>
<td>(0.042)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{ic}} \times CB_{dep_{ic}}$</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>-0.008</td>
<td>0.079</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.131)</td>
<td>(0.169)</td>
<td>(0.193)</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{ic}} \times (1 - CB_{dep_{ic}})$</td>
<td>-0.190***</td>
<td>-0.245***</td>
<td>-0.122*</td>
<td>-0.118***</td>
<td>-0.165***</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.052)</td>
<td>(0.066)</td>
<td>(0.074)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}}$</td>
<td>-0.055***</td>
<td>-0.057**</td>
<td>-0.050**</td>
<td>-0.055***</td>
<td>-0.057**</td>
<td>-0.050**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
<td>(0.017)</td>
<td>(0.027)</td>
<td>(0.022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{(0/1)<em>{ic}}} \times CB</em>{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}}$</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>-0.001</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
<td>(0.076)</td>
<td>(0.114)</td>
<td>(0.095)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$CB_{dep_{(0/1)<em>{ic}}} \times (1 - CB</em>{dep_{(0/1)_{ic}}})$</td>
<td>-0.118***</td>
<td>-0.165***</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
<td>-0.118***</td>
<td>-0.165***</td>
<td>-0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
<td>(0.037)</td>
<td>(0.051)</td>
<td>(0.046)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industry fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size bin fixed effects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ln age</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observations</td>
<td>21,423</td>
<td>11,346</td>
<td>10,077</td>
<td>21,423</td>
<td>11,346</td>
<td>10,077</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix: Proof of Proposition 1 and 2

Proof of Proposition 1: For the following proofs, note that for a dummy variable $d_{ig}$ the following equations hold:

\begin{align*}
\text{Var}(d_{ig}) &= \bar{d}(1 - \bar{d}) \\
E(d_{ig}\bar{d}_g) &= E(d_{ig}^2) \\
Cov(d_{ig}, \bar{d}_g) &= E(\bar{d}_g) - \bar{d}^2 = \text{Var}(\bar{d}_g) \\
Cov(d_{ig}, d_{ig}\bar{d}_g) &= E(d_{ig}\bar{d}_g) - E(d_{ig}) \cdot E(d_{ig}\bar{d}_g) = E(\bar{d}_g^2)(1 - \bar{d}) \\
&= \left[\text{Var}(d_{ig}) + \bar{d}^2\right](1 - \bar{d})
\end{align*}

(A.1) \quad (A.2) \quad (A.3) \quad (A.4)

Using (A.1)-(A.4) and the standard omitted-variable bias formula yields:

\begin{align*}
E(\hat{\beta}_1) &= \beta_1 + \beta_T \frac{Cov(d_{ig}, d_{ig}\bar{d}_g)}{\text{Var}(d_{ig})} + \beta_C \frac{Cov(d_{ig}, (1 - d_{ig})\bar{d}_g)}{\text{Var}(d_{ig})} \\
&= \beta_1 + \beta_T \left[\frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} + \bar{d}\right] + \beta_C \left[\frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}(1 - \bar{d})} - \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \bar{d}\right] \\
&= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C)\bar{d} + \beta_T \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} + \beta_C \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{1 - \bar{d}}
\end{align*}

(A.5) \quad (A.6)

Proof of Proposition 2: The proof proceeds in two steps:

Step 1: We show that the following relation holds:

\begin{align*}
E(\hat{\beta}_1) &= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \frac{E(\bar{d}_g^2) - E(\bar{d}_g^3)}{\text{Var}(d_{ig}) - \text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)} \\
&= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \left[\bar{d} + \frac{\text{Var}(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \frac{\bar{d}E(\bar{d}_g^2) - (E(\bar{d}_g^3))^2}{\bar{d}(1 - E(\bar{d}_g^2))}\right]
\end{align*}

(A.7) \quad (A.8)

To see (A.7), note that a regression with group fixed effects $y_i = \tilde{\beta}_1 d_{ig} + \gamma_g + \epsilon_i$ is equivalent to the de-meaned regression $y_{ig} - \bar{y}_g = \tilde{\beta}_1 (d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g) + \epsilon_i$. For the following steps, it helps to recognize that

\begin{align*}
y_{ig} - \bar{y}_g &= \beta_1 (d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g) + (\beta_T - \beta_C)(d_{ig}\bar{d}_g - \bar{d}_g^2)
\end{align*}

(A.9)

Using $E(d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g) = 0$, (A.1) - (A.4), $E(d_{ig}\bar{d}_g^2) = E(\bar{d}_g^3)$, $\text{Var}(d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g) = \text{Var}(d_{ig}) -$
Var(\(d_g\)) and the standard omitted-variable bias formula yields:

\[
E \left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \frac{Cov \left( y_{ig} - y_g, d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g \right)}{Var \left( d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g \right)}
= \frac{Cov \left( \beta_1 (d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g) + (\beta_T - \beta_C) (d_{ig} \bar{d}_g - \bar{d}_g^2), d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g \right)}{Var \left( d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g \right)}
= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \frac{E \left( d_{ig} \bar{d}_g - 2d_{ig} \bar{d}_g^2 + \bar{d}_g^3 \right)}{Var \left( d_{ig} - \bar{d}_g \right)}
= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \frac{E(\bar{d}_g^2) - E(\bar{d}_g^3)}{Var(d_{ig}) - Var(\bar{d}_g)}
\] (A.10)

To see (A.7), note that

\[
Var(d_{ig}) - Var(\bar{d}_g) = \bar{d} - E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right),
\]

implying that (A.7) can also be written as

\[
E \left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \frac{E(\bar{d}_g^2) - E(\bar{d}_g^3)}{\bar{d} - E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right)}
\] (A.11)

Adding 0 = \(\bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}}\) yields:

\[
E \left[ \hat{\beta}_1 \right] = \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \left[ \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} + \left( -\bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} \right) \frac{d \left( d - E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) \right) + E(\bar{d}_g^2) - E(\bar{d}_g^3)}{\bar{d} \left( \bar{d} - E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) \right)} \right]
= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \left[ \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \frac{dE \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) - \left( E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) \right)^2}{\bar{d} \left( \bar{d} - E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) \right)} \right]
= \beta_1 + (\beta_T - \beta_C) \left[ \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}} - \theta \right]
\] (A.12)

Step 2: \(0 \leq \theta \leq \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}}\)

\(\theta \leq \bar{d} + \frac{Var(\bar{d}_g)}{\bar{d}}\) follows directly from (A.7) and \(\frac{E(\bar{d}_g^2) - E(\bar{d}_g^3)}{Var(d_{ig}) - Var(\bar{d}_g)} > 0\). To see that \(\theta \geq 0\), first note that the denominator of \(\theta\) is larger than zero. It remains to be shown that the nominator is larger than zero. To see this, using \(n\) as the total number of units and \(\bar{d}_{ig}\)
for the group-level average of $d_{ig}$, write

$$\bar{d}E \left( \bar{d}_g^3 \right) - \left( E \left( \bar{d}_g^2 \right) \right)^2 = \frac{1}{n^2} \left( \sum_i \bar{d}_{ig} \sum_i \bar{d}_{ig}^3 - \left( \sum_i [\bar{d}_{ig}]^2 \right)^2 \right)$$

$$= \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_{i,j} \bar{d}_{ig} \bar{d}_{jg} - \bar{d}_{ig} \bar{d}_{jg}$$

$$= \frac{1}{n^2} \sum_i \sum_{j>i} \bar{d}_{ig} \bar{d}_{jg} (\bar{d}_{ig} - \bar{d}_{jg})^2 > 0$$
Handling Spillover Effects in Empirical Research

Online Appendix (Not for Publication)

The Online Appendix consists of two parts. In Section 1 we study the structure of spillover effects in workhorse models of imperfect competition (i.e., oligopoly models), and in Section 2 we analyze spillover effects in models of spatial interaction.

1 Imperfect Competition

We analyze three different settings of imperfect competition. We first consider classic Cournot competition, that is, firms compete in quantities (Section 1.1). We then study price competition between firms selling differentiated products, using the model of Salop (1979) (Section 1.2). Finally, we analyze a model with a representative consumer, thereby allowing for both quantity and price competition, and for product differentiation in both settings (Section 1.3). For each setting, we consider two different types of shocks: a shock on the marginal costs of treated firms and a shock on the capacity of treated firms.

1.1 Cournot Competition

Consider a simple model of Cournot competition (i.e., quantity competition) with $n$ firms. The firms face a linear inverse demand function of $p = 1 - \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i = 1 - Y$, where $p$ denotes the price, $y_i$ the quantity produced by firm $i$, and $Y$ the aggregate quantity produced by all firms. Following the notation of Section 3, we denote by $d_i$ the treatment indicator. A proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms is treated, while firms in the control group represent a proportion $1 - \bar{d}$ of all firms. We first consider the case in which treated firms face a shock on their marginal costs and then analyze the case in which treated firms face a shock on their capacity.

Shock on marginal costs

Firms’ marginal costs are constant but differ between firms in the control and the treatment group. Firms in the control group have marginal costs of $c^C = c$, whereas firms
in the treatment group have marginal costs of \( c^T = c + \gamma \), with \( \gamma > 0 \) (i.e., the treatment is a negative cost shock, for instance, as a result of higher funding costs or a shock on the input price).

The profit function of firm \( i \), denoted by \( \pi_i \) and the resulting first-order conditions are:

\[
\pi_i = y_i \left( p - c_i \right) = y_i \left[ 1 - \left( \sum_{j \neq i} y_j + y_i \right) - c_i \right], \quad i = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

and:

\[
\frac{\partial \pi_i}{\partial y_i} = 1 - Y - c_i - y_i = 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, n,
\]

respectively. Deducing the first-order condition of a firm in the control group from the first-order condition of a firm in the treatment group provides the relationship between the quantities of the firms in the different groups:

\[
y^T_i - y^C_i = -\left( c^T_i - c^C_i \right) = -\gamma \quad \leftrightarrow \quad y^T_i = y^C_i - \gamma.
\]

Using (1), we can write

\[
Y = n \left( 1 - \bar{d} \right) y^C_i + n \bar{d} y^T_i = n \left( 1 - \bar{d} \right) y^C_i + n \bar{d} \left( y^C_i - \gamma \right).
\]

Plugging this into the first-order condition of a firm in the control group yields:

\[
1 - n \left( 1 - \bar{d} \right) y^C_i - n \bar{d} \left( y^C_i - \gamma \right) - c - y^C_i \quad \leftrightarrow \quad y^C_i = \frac{1 - c + \gamma n \bar{d}}{n + 1}.
\]

Combining (1) and (2) yields a simple linear equation for the equilibrium quantities denoted by \( y^*_i \):

\[
y^*_i = \frac{1}{n + 1} - \gamma d_i + \gamma \frac{n}{n + 1} \bar{d}.
\]

It is evident from (3) that firms suffering from a negative marginal cost shock produce an output that is below the output of firms in the control group by an amount \( \gamma \). This is reflected in the second term of (3), which is denoted by \( f_2 \left( d_i \right) \). This result is intuitive and is based on the effect that the margin of treated firms is below the one of firms in the control group due to the higher marginal costs of treated firms. However, the spillover effect is the same regardless of whether a firm belongs to the treatment or the control group, and is represented by the third term in (3), denoted by \( f_3 \left( \bar{d} \right) \). The intuition
for the homogeneous spillover effect is as follows: spillovers occur because a change in
the quantity of competitors affects each firm through the change in the market price. If
the portion of treated firms increases, these firms sell less output, which leads to an
increase in the market price. As the same price prevails for all firms, the effect of this
price increase is the same for both types of firms. The increase in each firm’s margin
is therefore homogeneous among firms, which implies that treated and non-treated firms
increase their quantities by the same extent.\footnote{The profit increase is nevertheless larger for firms in the control group as they sell a larger output than treated firms.}

**Shock on the capacity constraint**

Consider now a (negative) shock on the capacity instead of a (negative) shock on
marginal costs. Specifically, firms in the treatment group are only able to produce an
amount of $K$, whereas firms in the control group are not capacity constrained. As above,
a proportion $d = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms is treated. Apart from the negative shock on the
capacity constraint, firms in the treatment and the control group are homogeneous (i.e.,
marginal costs of all firms are $c$). For the shock of the capacity constraint to have economic
consequences, we assume that:

$$K < \frac{1 - c}{1 + n}. \quad (4)$$

The equilibrium quantity of each firm in case without a shock is $(1 - c)/(1 + n)$; hence,
if (4) does not hold, the capacity constraint does not bind, which implies that all firms
produce a quantity of $(1 - c)/(1 + n)$. In what follows, we denote by $\Delta$ the difference
between the equilibrium quantity in a model without a shock on the capacity constraint
and the capacity constraint, that is:

$$\Delta \equiv \frac{1 - c}{1 + n} - K = \frac{1 - c - K(n + 1)}{n + 1}.$$  

The parameter $\Delta$ serves a similar role as $\gamma$ in the previous case, as it represents the extent
of the shock.

In the equilibrium with shock, each firm in the treatment group produces at the
capacity constraint and sells a quantity of $K$. The profit function of firm $i$ in the control
group can therefore be written as:

$$\pi_i = y_i \left[ 1 - n\bar{d}K - \left( \sum_{j \neq i}^n (1 - d_j)y_j + y_i \right) - c \right].$$

Taking the first-order condition and solving for the symmetric equilibrium (i.e., all firms in the control group sell the same quantity) yields:

$$y^C = \frac{1 - c - n\bar{d}K}{1 + n(1 - \bar{d})}.$$ 

Therefore, the equilibrium quantity $y^*_i$ of each firm $i$ is:

$$y^*_i = \frac{1 - c}{1 + n} \left( - \frac{\Delta d_i}{f_1} + \frac{n\bar{d}}{f_2(d_i)} \right) \left( 1 + n(1 - d) \right) \left( 1 - d_i \right). \quad (5)$$

In contrast to the case of a shock on the marginal costs, the spillover effect is now only relevant for the control group but not for the treatment group. This can be seen in (5) because the last term, denoted by $f_3 \left( \bar{d}, d_i \bar{d} \right)$, depends on $1 - d_i$. This result is intuitive: as a firm in the treatment group produces at the capacity constraint, it is not affected by spillover effects. In addition, it is easy to check that $f_3 \left( \bar{d}, d_i \bar{d} \right)$ is increasing in $\bar{d}$, that is, the more firms face a capacity constraint, the higher the quantity produced by firms in the control group. The intuition is again that the reduction in output of the treated firms leads to a higher market price, and thereby to a higher margin. If more firms are treated, this margin increase is higher, which implies that non-treated firms sell more.

### 1.2 Circular Competition (Salop, 1979)

Consider next a model of circular competition between firms, which was developed by [Salop, 1979]. There are $n$ firms producing differentiated products. The firms are evenly distributed on a circle with circumference 1. Consumers are uniformly distributed on this circle and incur a transport cost of $t$ per unit of distance. That is, if a consumer located at point $x$ on the circle purchases from firm $i$ located on point $x_i$, her net utility is $v - p_i - t|x - x_i|$, where $v$ is the benefit from the product and $p_i$ is firm $i$’s price.
Consumers wish to buy one unit of the good and buy from the firm that offers them the highest net utility. To simplify the exposition, we assume that $v$ is sufficiently large, so that all consumers buy one unit of the product. Firms simultaneously set prices.

**Shock on marginal costs**

We first consider a marginal-cost shock as in the previous section. Firms have constant marginal costs, and firms in the treatment group face a negative cost shock—i.e., firms in the control group have marginal costs of $c^C = c$ and firms in the treatment group have marginal costs of $c^T = c + \gamma$. As above, a proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms is treated, while firms in the control group represent a proportion $1 - \bar{d}$ of all firms. Following e.g. [Raith (2003)](#) and [Aghion and Schankerman (2004)](#), we assume that firms do not know the cost characteristics of neighboring firms, and thus base their pricing decisions on the ‘average’ costs of their neighbors.

We first derive the demand for each firm $i$. Denoting the prices by firm $i$’s neighboring firms by $p_{i-1}$ and $p_{i+1}$, the marginal consumer between $i$ and $i - 1$ (i.e., the consumer indifferent between buying from firm $i$ and from firm $i - 1$) is given by:

$$x_{i,i-1} = \frac{1}{2n} + \frac{p_{i-1} - p_{i}}{2t}$$

and the marginal consumer between $i$ and $i + 1$ is given by:

$$x_{i,i+1} = \frac{1}{2n} + \frac{p_{i+1} - p_{i}}{2t}.$$ 

Therefore, firm $i$’s demand is:

$$D_i(p_i, p_{i-1}, p_{i+1}) = \frac{1}{n} + \frac{p_{i-1} + p_{i+1} - 2p_{i}}{2t}.$$ 

When setting its price $p_i$, firm $i$ does not observe prices $p_{i-1}$ and $p_{i+1}$ charged by its neighbors. However, it anticipates that all treated (non-treated) firms will charge the same price $p^T$ ($p^C$) in equilibrium. Given that a proportion $\bar{d}$ of firms is treated, a firm
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in the control group faces an expected price of its neighbors given by:

$$\frac{n\bar{d}p_T + (n(1 - \bar{d}) - 1)p^C}{n - 1},$$

whereas a firm in the treatment group faces an expected price of its neighbors given by:

$$\frac{(n\bar{d} - 1)p_T + n(1 - \bar{d})p^C}{n - 1}.$$

The maximization problem of firm $j$ belonging to the control group is therefore:

$$\max_{p_j} \pi_j = (p_j - c) \left( \frac{1}{n} + \frac{n\bar{d}p_T + (n(1 - \bar{d}) - 1)p^C}{n - 1} - p_j \right)$$

and the maximization problem of firm $k$ belonging to the treatment group is:

$$\max_{p_k} \pi_k = (p_k - c - \gamma) \left( \frac{1}{n} + \frac{(n\bar{d} - 1)p_T + n(1 - \bar{d})p^C}{n - 1} - p_k \right)$$

Taking the first-order conditions and solving for the symmetric Nash equilibrium ($p_j = p^C$ and $p_k = p^T$), we obtain that the equilibrium prices of the two types of firms are:

$$p^C = c + \frac{t}{n} + \frac{\gamma nd}{2n - 1} \quad \text{and} \quad p^T = c + \frac{t}{n} + \frac{\gamma(n - 1)}{2n - 1} + \frac{\gamma nd}{2n - 1}.$$  

This implies that $p^T = p^C + \gamma(n - 1)/(2n - 1)$, that is, the price difference between the two types of firms is smaller than the cost difference. In other words, treated firms do not shift the cost shock $\gamma$ fully into the consumer price. The intuition is that, due to the fact that firms in the control group face lower costs and therefore set a lower price, shifting the cost increase fully onto consumers would reduce the demand of a treated firm by a very large amount. Solving for the equilibrium quantities $y^*_i$, we obtain:

$$y^*_i = \frac{1}{n} \left[ -\gamma \frac{n}{f_2(d_i)} d_i + \gamma \frac{n}{f_5(\bar{d})} \bar{d} \right]. \quad (6)$$
It follows from (6) that firms in the treatment group produce an output that is \( \gamma n/(t(2n - 1)) \) below the one of firms in the control group. This is reflected in the term denoted by \( f_2(d_i) \). However, as in the Cournot model above, the spillover effect is the same regardless of whether a firm belongs to the treatment or the control group, and is represented by the spillover effect \( f_3(\bar{d}) \). The homogeneous spillover effect occurs because each firm benefits from the expected price increase resulting from a larger portion of treated firms due to the higher expected price charged by its neighboring firms. As both treated and non-treated firms face the same expectation with respect to the type of its neighboring firms, the spillover effect is homogeneous. We also note that the relation between shock and quantity is a linear one, as in the Cournot model.

**Shock on the capacity constraint**

We consider next a shock on the capacity constraint, that is, firms in the treatment group are only able to produce a quantity of \( K \). As above, a proportion \( \bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum^n_{i=1} d_i \) of firms is treated. To ensure that \( K \) is a real constraint, we assume:

\[
K < \frac{1}{n},
\]

which implies that the capacity constraint is binding in equilibrium (i.e., the constraint is below the quantity that a firm would have produced in the equilibrium without shock). As above, we denote by \( \Delta \equiv 1/n - K \) the difference between the equilibrium in a model without shock and the capacity constraint.

Anticipating that all treated (non-treated) firms will charge the same price \( p^T (p^C) \), the maximization problem of firm \( j \) in the control group is:

\[
\max_{p_j} \pi_j = (p_j - c) \left( \frac{1}{n} + \frac{ndp^T + (n(1 - \bar{d}) - 1)p^C}{n-1} \right),
\]

yielding a first-order condition of:

\[
\frac{1}{n} + \frac{ndp^T + (n(1 - \bar{d}) - 1)p^C}{n-1} - \frac{p_j}{t} - \frac{p_j - c}{t} = 0.
\]
In equilibrium, \( p_j = p^C \). Inserting this into the the first-order condition and solving for \( p^C \), we obtain:

\[
p^C = \frac{(t + cn)(n - 1) + p^T n^2 \tilde{d}}{n(n+1)} .
\] (7)

Instead, a firm belonging to the treatment group will set its price in such a way that it will sell its capacity \( K \), regardless of the type of its neighboring firms. Specifically, if its two neighboring firms are firms which are not treated—and therefore face no capacity constraint—the firm will set its equilibrium price so that it sells to \( K/2 \) consumers on each side. This implies that the relationship between \( p^C \) and \( p^T \) is such that:

\[
K = \frac{1}{n} + \frac{p^C - p^T}{t} .
\] (8)

Setting its price according to (8) also ensures that the firm sells its entire capacity if its neighbors do not only consist of non-treated firms: as firms in the treatment group sell a lower quantity, the firm can then also serve \( K/2 \) consumers on each side. However, some consumers do not get served in equilibrium if two firms of the treatment group are neighbors.

Solving (7) and (8) for the equilibrium prices yields:

\[
p^C = c + \frac{t}{n} + \frac{nt \tilde{d}(1 - Kn)}{n(n-1)} \quad \text{and} \quad p^T = c + \frac{2t}{n} - Kt + \frac{nt \tilde{d}(1 - Kn)}{n(n-1)} .
\]

Inserting these prices into the expressions for the quantities yields that the equilibrium quantity for each firm \( i \) is:

\[
y^*_i = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{f_1} \frac{\Delta}{f_2(d_i)} + \frac{n}{n-1} \tilde{d} (1 - d_i) .
\] (9)

As a consequence, we obtain a linear relationship between the shock and the quantity of each firm. As firms in the treatment group produce at the capacity constraint, the spillover effect is only relevant for firms in the control group, which can be seen in the last term of (9), as this term involves \( 1 - d_i \).
1.3 Representative-Consumer Model

A third widely-used demand model is one with a representative consumer. Its linear version was first developed by Bowley (1924) and popularized in a highly-cited paper by Singh and Vives (1984). We first describe how to derive the linear demand function from the representative consumer’s utility function and then solve for the equilibrium, both with quantity and price competition.

The utility function of the representative consumer is:

\[ U(y_1, ..., y_n) = \alpha \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i - \frac{1}{2} \left( \beta \sum_{i=1}^{n} y_i^2 - \delta \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} y_i y_j \right), \]

The consumer maximizes her utility subject to the budget constraint, which is given by \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i y_i \leq M \), where \( M \) is the consumer’s income. Because the consumer optimally spends her entire income on the goods, the maximization problem is \( U(y_1, ..., y_n) - \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i y_i \). This leads to an inverse demand function of product \( i \) given by:

\[ p_i = \alpha - \beta y_i - \delta \sum_{j=1, j \neq i}^{n} y_j, \quad i = 1, ..., n. \] (10)

Therefore, \( \beta \) measures the effect of firm \( i \)'s quantity on its own price—i.e., it determines firm \( i \)'s price elasticity of its own demand—whereas \( \delta \) measures the effect of another firm’s quantity on firm \( i \)'s price—i.e., it determines the cross elasticity of demand. The inverse of \( \delta \) represents the degree of differentiation between firms’ products. Specifically, if \( \delta = 0 \), products are independent and each firm is a monopolist. Instead, if \( \delta \to \beta \), products become perfect substitutes.

Shock on the marginal costs

As in the examples above, firms have constant marginal costs. Firms in the treatment group face a negative cost shock and have marginal costs of \( c^T = c + \gamma \) whereas firms in the control group have marginal costs of \( c^C = c \). A proportion \( d = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i \) of firms is treated, while firms in the control group represent a proportion \( 1 - \tilde{d} \) of all firms.

(i) Quantity competition
If firms compete in quantities, each firm \(i\)'s profit function is:

\[
\pi_i = y_i \left[ \alpha - \left( \beta y_i + \delta \sum_{j \neq i} y_j \right) - c_i \right].
\]

It is evident that this is a generalized version of the first setting (i.e., Cournot competition). In the latter case \(\alpha = \beta = \delta = 1\), which implies that firms’ products are homogeneous.

Following the same procedure as above, we can solve for the equilibrium quantities to get:

\[
y^*_i = \frac{\alpha - c}{2\beta + \delta(n-1)} - \gamma \frac{1}{2\beta - \delta} d_i + \gamma \frac{n\delta}{(2\beta - \delta)(2\beta + \delta(n-1))} \bar{d}.
\]

It follows that the output of the treatment group is lower by an amount of \(\gamma/(2\beta - \delta)\) compared to the control group but the spillover effect is again homogeneous among firms in the treatment and firms in the control group. The intuition is the same as the one given in Section 1.1.

(ii) Price competition

To analyze price competition, we first need to invert the demand system given by (10) to obtain the quantity as a function of the prices. This can be done following the technique introduced by Hackner (2000). Specifically, summing (10) over all \(n\) firms yields:

\[
n \alpha - \beta \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j - \delta(n-1) \sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j - \sum_{j=1}^{n} p_j = 0.
\]

Using that \(\sum_{j=1}^{n} y_j = y_i + \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{n} y_j\) and solving (10) for \(\sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{n} y_j\), allows us to derive firm \(i\)'s quantity as a function of prices:

\[
y_i(p_i, p_{-i}) = \frac{\alpha}{\beta + \delta(n-1)} - \frac{p_i}{\beta - \delta} + \frac{\delta \sum_{j=1,j \neq i}^{n} p_j}{(\beta - \delta)(\beta + \delta(n-1))},
\]

where, following standard notation, \(p_{-i}\) denotes the set of prices of all firms but firm \(i\).
The respective profit function of firm $i$ is:

$$(p_i - c_i) y_i(p_i, p_{-i}).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

We can solve for the equilibrium prices in the same way as above. Plugging the equilibrium prices into the quantities yields that the equilibrium quantities are given by:

$$y^*_i = \frac{\alpha(\beta - \delta) - \beta c_i}{f_1} - \frac{\beta + n\delta}{f_2(d_i)} \frac{\gamma}{f_3(\bar{d})} \left( \beta - \delta \right) \left( \beta + \delta(n - 1) \right) d_i$$

$$+ \frac{n\delta (\beta + \delta(n - 1))}{f_3(\bar{d})} \left( \beta - \delta \right) \left( 2\beta + \delta(2n - 1) \right) (\beta + \delta(2n - 1)) \bar{d}.$$

It is evident from the term $f_2(d_i)$ that a treated firm sells a lower quantity than a firm in the control group. However, the spillover effect is the same on both types of firms, as can be seen from the term $f_3(\bar{d})$, which does not depend in $d_i$. The intuition is that a price increase by competitors (positively) affects the residual demand of each firm in the same way, regardless of whether the firm is treated or not (as can be seen from (11)). The equation determining $y^*_i$ is also linear, both for quantity and price competition.

**Shock on the capacity constraint**

As above, we consider next a shock on the capacity constraint. Firms in the treatment group, of which there is a proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$, are then only able to produce an amount of $K$, whereas firms in the control group are not capacity constrained.

**(i) Quantity competition**

We again start with quantity competition. To ensure that $K$ is a real constraint, we assume:

$$K < \frac{\alpha - c}{2\beta + \delta(n - 1)},$$

and denote by $\Delta$ the difference between the equilibrium quantity in a model without a
shock on the capacity constraint and the capacity constraint, that is:

\[ \Delta \equiv \frac{\alpha - c}{2\beta + \delta(n - 1)} - K = \frac{\alpha - c + K (2\beta + \delta(n - 1))}{2\beta + \delta(n - 1)}. \]

Solving for the equilibrium quantities in the same way as in the Cournot model yields:

\[ y_i^* = \frac{\alpha - c}{2\beta + \delta(n - 1)} - \Delta d_i + \Delta \frac{nd}{2\beta + \delta \left( n(1 - \bar{d}) - 1 \right)} (1 - d_i). \]

It is evident that the same result as in the Cournot model is obtained, that is, the spillover effect only affects firms in the control group but not those in the treatment group.

(ii) Price competition

Turning to price competition, the assumption that guarantees that \( K \) is below the equilibrium quantity that a firm in the treatment group produces without shock is:

\[ K < \frac{\alpha}{2\beta - \delta(n - 1)} - \frac{c\beta}{(\beta - \delta)(2\beta - \delta(n - 1))}. \]

The maximization problem of a firm in the treatment group is, as above, given by (12), with \( y_i(p_i, p_{-i}) \) given by (11), whereas a firm in the control group sets its price such that it sells its capacity \( K \). Solving for the equilibrium then yields that the equilibrium quantity of each firm \( i \) is:

\[ y_i^* = \frac{\alpha}{2\beta - \delta(n - 1)} - \frac{c\beta}{(\beta - \delta)(2\beta - \delta(n - 1))} - \Delta d_i \]

\[ + \Delta \frac{\delta n (\beta + \delta(n - 1)) \bar{d}}{2\beta^2 - \delta^2 n(n - 1)(1 - \bar{d}) + \beta \delta (n(3 - \bar{d}) - 1)} (1 - d_i). \]

Therefore, the same result as above is obtained: the spillover effect only affects the control group but not the treatment group, as the last term, which involves \( \bar{d} \), is multiplied by \( 1 - d_i \).
2 Spatial Interaction

We next turn to firm interdependencies via spatial interaction. As described in Section 3 of the main text, we consider two settings. First, we study a model of demand spillovers (Section 2.1); second, we analyze agglomeration effects between firms (Section 2.2).

2.1 Demand Spillovers

In this section, we consider a simple model of demand spillovers and determine how such spillovers affect treated and control firms. In contrast to the oligopoly models, there is no classic model of demand spillovers. However, the most influential papers considering demand spillovers are Shleifer and Vishny (1988) and Murphy, Shleifer, and Vishny (1989). Our model is an adaptation of these models, allowing us to analyze the different effects on output and employment of treated and control firms. Specifically, these papers analyze demand spillovers in a general equilibrium model in which demand in each market is a function of labor income and profits. To achieve this, they make some simplifying assumptions, such as inelastic demand and the existence of a competitive fringe, which puts a cap on prices. In contrast to these papers, we focus on the case in which local demand only depends on labor income but we allow for elastic demand and put no constraint on prices.

The description of the model is as follows: There are $n$ goods, where $n$ is considered to be a very large number (in the limit, a continuum). Each good is produced by one firm, which is a local monopolist for the good it produces. The local demand in each market $i$ is denoted by $q_i$ and is given by $q_i = \alpha(L)(1 - p_i)$, where $p_i$ is the price charged by firm $i$ and $L$ is the sum of the labor income over all $n$ markets. The function $\alpha(L)$ is strictly increasing and is assumed to take the form $\alpha(L) = \sqrt{L}$. This represents the demand spillover effect. The economic reasoning behind this function is that the employees of each firm consume the local goods and spend a portion of their labor income to buy these goods. The concave shape of $\alpha(L)$ is due to decreasing marginal utility of each good.

For simplicity, we assume that the relationship between employment and the aggregate output sold by the $n$ firms (i.e., $\sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i$) is one-to-one, and that the wage is normalized.
to 1. This implies that $L = \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i$. Inserting this into $\alpha(L)$ yields

$$\alpha(L) = \sqrt{L} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i} = \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} \alpha(1 - p_i)}.$$

**Shock on marginal costs**

As in the previous section, each firm has constant marginal costs. They are equal to $c$ for non-treated firms and $c + \gamma$ for treated firms (i.e., a negative cost shock). A proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms is treated.

First, consider the maximization problem of a firm in the control group. As $n$ is very large, the firm cannot influence $\alpha$ and takes it as given. The profit function of a firm $j$ in this group can therefore be written as:

$$\pi_j = \alpha (p_j - c) (1 - p_j).$$

Maximizing with respect to $p_j$ leads to an optimal price of $(1 + c)/2$, which implies that the optimal quantity is $\alpha(1 - c)/2$. Similarly, the profit function of a firm $k$ in the treatment group is:

$$\pi_k = \alpha (p_j - c - \gamma) (1 - p_k),$$

leading to an optimal price of $(1 + c + \gamma)/2$ and an optimal quantity of $\alpha(1 - c - \gamma)/2$.

Because the wage is normalized to 1 and the aggregate output equals the aggregate employment, we can write:

$$L = n(1 - \bar{d}) \frac{\alpha(1 - c)}{2} + nd \frac{\alpha(1 - c - \gamma)}{2}.$$

Inserting this into $\alpha = \sqrt{L}$ and solving for $\alpha$ yields:

$$\alpha = \frac{n(1 - c - \gamma \bar{d})}{2}.$$
As a consequence, the equilibrium quantity of firm $i$ can be written as:

$$y_i^* = \frac{n}{4} \left( \frac{(1-c)^2 - \gamma(1-c)d_i - \gamma(1-c)d + \gamma^2 \bar{d} d_i}{f_1 f_2(d_i) f_3(\bar{d}) f_4(d, \bar{d})} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)$$

As the assumption of the model is that the relation between employment and quantity in a sector is one-to-one, quantities also reflect employment.

The quantity (and therefore the employment) of a treated firm is smaller than the one of a non-treated firm, which can be seen from the term $f_2(d_i)$ of the right-hand side in (13). This result is the same as in the models with imperfect competition. It is again driven by the fact that a higher marginal cost induce a treated firm to reduce its output. In contrast to the case of imperfect competition, however, the spillover effect is negative in case of demand spillovers. This can be seen from the term $f_3(\bar{d})$. The reason is that the shock not only lowers quantities but, through the reduced employment, also the disposable income of consumers, which implies that demand falls. As a consequence, due to the spillover, employment of each firm is lower than in the absence of a shock. In addition, the spillover effect now affects treated and non-treated firms heterogeneously. This can be seen from the term $f_4(d, \bar{d})$, which enters the expression with a positive sign. Therefore, the spillover effect is less dramatic for treated firms as compared to firms in the control group.\footnote{The overall spillover effect on treated firms is, however, always negative, as $\gamma < 1 - c$, due to the fact that all firms produce a strictly positive quantity.}

We also note that the relationship between output (or employment) and the marginal cost shock/spillover effect is again linear in this simple model.

**Shock on the capacity constraint**

We next consider a shock on the capacity of the treated firms. Suppose that the proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms can only sell an amount $K$ (whereas firms in the control group are not capacity constrained). Solving the model without such a shock yields that
each firm sells a quantity of \( n(1 - c)^2 / 4 \) in equilibrium. Hence, to allow the capacity constraint to have bite, we assume:

\[
K < \frac{n(1 - c)^2}{4}.
\]

We again denote by \( \Delta \) the difference between \( n(1 - c)^2 / 4 \) and \( K \).

The maximization problem of a firm \( j \) in the control group is the same as in case of a shock on marginal costs—i.e., it is given by \( \alpha (p_j - c) (1 - p_j) \)—which implies that the optimal quantity is again \( \alpha (1 - c - \gamma) / 2 \). Instead, a firm in the treatment group sells its entire capacity \( K \). As a consequence, the aggregate output is:

\[
n(1 - \bar{d}) \frac{\alpha (1 - c)}{2} + n\bar{d}K.
\]  

Due to the fact that the wage is normalized to 1 and the relationship between output and employment is one-to-one, labor income is given by (14). Using this in \( \alpha = \sqrt{L} \) and solving for \( \alpha \) yields:

\[
\alpha = \frac{n(1 - c)(1 - \bar{d}) + \sqrt{n (n(1 - c)^2(1 - \bar{d})^2 + 16\bar{d}K)}}{4}.
\]

As a consequence, the equilibrium quantity for each firm \( i \) can be written in a concise form as:

\[
y_i^* = \frac{n(1 - c)^2}{4} - \frac{\Delta d_i}{f_1} - \frac{(1 - c) \left( n(1 + \bar{d})(1 - c) - \sqrt{n \left( n(1 - \bar{d})^2(1 - c)^2 - 16\bar{d}\Delta \right)} \right)}{8} \frac{1}{f_3(\bar{d}, d_i)} (1 - d_i),
\]

and the equilibrium employment in sector \( i \) is also given by this expression. It follows from the last term of (15) that there is no spillover effect for firms in the treatment group, as these firms produce at the capacity constraint. Instead, for firms in the control group, the term \( f_3(\bar{d}, d_i) \) shows that their quantity is negatively affected by \( \Delta \), which implies that the spillover effect is negative for them. As \( \bar{d} \) is present in the square root of the term, the effect is non-linear.
An important case is the one in which the shock is so severe that firms in the treatment group go bankrupt, and therefore need to exit the market. This is equivalent to a capacity constraint of $K = 0$. In this case, $\Delta = n(1 - c)^2 / 4$; using this in (15), we obtain that a firm in the control group sells an output of:

$$y_C^* = \frac{n(1 - c)^2}{4} - \frac{\Delta d (1 - d_i)}{f_3(\bar{d}, d, d)}.$$

As a consequence, the spillover effect is linear in this case.

2.2 Agglomeration

Finally, we analyze a simple model in which spillovers occur due to agglomeration effects. Dating back to Marshall (1890), agglomeration economies are broadly considered as factors that allow clustered firms, or firms that are present in the same location, to obtain higher profits than isolated firms. Among the various reasons for this, Marshall (1890), Hoover (1948), and Krugman (1991), among many others, emphasize that agglomerated firms, first, benefit from information spillovers, allowing them to operate with a cheaper cost function than segmented firms, and, second, offer a pooled market for workers with industry-specific skills, leading to a higher probability to get skilled labor, which again allows for cheaper production. Taking these reasons into account, we formulate a simple model in which firms benefit from spillovers of other firms via a reduction in their marginal costs—i.e., marginal costs are the lower, the more firms are present and the larger is each firm’s investment in cost reduction. The model follows d'Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988) in the way spillovers between firms are modeled.3

The description of the model is as follows: there are $n$ firms, each one operating in a separate market, that is, there are no competition externalities between firms. The inverse demand function in each market $i$ is $p_i(y_i) = \alpha - y_i$. The marginal cost of firm $i$ depends on its own investment and of the investment of all other firms. To capture this

---

3To simplify the exposition, we abstract from competition between firms, which is also considered by d’Aspremont and Jacquemin (1988). However, we extend their model by allowing for $n$ firms instead of only 2 and, naturally, consider firm heterogeneity.
in a simple way, marginal costs of firm $i$ are:

$$c_i - x_i - \beta \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{n} x_j,$$

(16)

where $x_j$ is the investment level of firm $j \neq i$. Therefore, own investment reduces marginal costs at a one-to-one relation, whereas agglomeration effects due to spillovers are measured by the parameter $\beta \in [0,1]$. If $\beta = 0$, agglomeration effects are absent; instead, if $\beta = 1$, there are full spillovers, which implies that each firm benefits to same extent from investment of other firms in the cluster as from own investment. Investment cost is quadratic and given by $\kappa x_i^2/2$, which reflects diminishing returns from investment. To ensure an interior solution, we assume $\kappa > (1 + \beta(n - 1))/2$, that is, investment costs are sufficiently convex.

The profit function of each firm $i$ is therefore given by:

$$\pi_i(y_i, y_{-i}, x_i, x_{-i}) = (\alpha - y_i) y_i - (c_i - x_i - \beta \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{n} x_j) y_i - \kappa \frac{x_i^2}{2}.$$

The maximization variables are $y_i$ and $x_i$.

**Shock on the marginal costs**

As in the previous examples, we first consider a shock on the firms’ marginal costs. Following the above examples, a firm in the control group is characterized by $c_i = c$, whereas a firm in the treatment group is characterized by marginal costs $c_i = c + \gamma$, with $\gamma > 0$ (i.e., the treatment is again a negative cost shock). A proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms is treated, while the remaining proportion $1 - \bar{d}$ are firms is in the control group.

The first-order conditions for profit maximization are\footnote{Due to the assumption $\kappa > (1 + \beta(n - 1))/2$, the Hessian is strictly positive definite, which implies that all maximization problems are strictly concave.}

$$\alpha - c_i + x_i + \beta \sum_{j=1,j\neq i}^{n} x_j - 2y_i = 0 \quad \text{and} \quad y_i - \kappa x_i = 0, \quad \forall i = 1, \ldots, n.$$

In a symmetric equilibrium, all firms of the same type set the same variables in equilibrium, that is, all firms in the control group set $y = y^C$ and $x = x^C$ in equilibrium, whereas...
all firms in the treatment group set $y = y^T$ and $x = x^T$. The respective first-order conditions for firms in the control and firms in the treatment group can then be written as follows:

$$\alpha - c + x^C + \beta \left( (n-1-k)x^C + kx^T \right) - 2y^C = 0,$$

$$y^C - \kappa x^C = 0,$$

and:

$$\alpha - c - \gamma + x^T + \beta \left( (n-k)x^C + (k-1)x^T \right) - 2y^T = 0,$$

$$y^T - \kappa x^T = 0.$$

Solving these four equations for the equilibrium investment levels and quantities of treated firms and control firms yields:

$$y^*_i = \frac{1}{2\kappa - 1 - \beta(n-1)} \left( \frac{\kappa(\alpha - c) - \kappa\gamma d_i - \frac{n\kappa\gamma\beta}{2\gamma - 1 + \beta} \overline{d}}{f_1} \right) \left( \frac{\kappa(\alpha - c) - \kappa\gamma d_i - \frac{n\kappa\gamma\beta}{2\gamma - 1 + \beta} \overline{d}}{f_2(d_i)} \right) \left( \frac{\kappa(\alpha - c) - \kappa\gamma d_i - \frac{n\kappa\gamma\beta}{2\gamma - 1 + \beta} \overline{d}}{f_3(\overline{d})} \right)$$

and

$$x^*_i = \frac{y^*_i}{\kappa}.$$

As can be seen from (17), both investment level and quantity are affected in a similar way from the shock. The term $f_2(d_i)$ shows that firms in the treatment group invest less and sell a smaller quantity than firms in the control group. The term $f_3(\overline{d})$ shows that firms are negatively affected from spillover effects and that this effect is homogeneous for treated and control firms. The intuition for these results is as follows: first, as treated firms have higher marginal costs, they produce less, which in turn renders investment in cost reduction less profitable for them. Therefore, a larger portion of treated firms leads to less aggregate investment, which implies that the spillover effect is negative. Second, investments by other firms reduce marginal costs of treated and non-treated firms in the same (as can be seen from (16)). As a consequence, the spillover lowers the output and investment of both types of firms to the same extent.\[5\]

**Shock on the capacity constraint**

Finally, we consider a shock on the capacity of firms in the treatment group. Suppose

\[5\text{We note, however, that the spillover affects the profit of firms in the control group more than firms in the treatment group, as the former sell a larger quantity.} \]
that the proportion $\bar{d} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} d_i$ of firms can only sell an amount $K$. In a model without such a shock, each firm sells a quantity of $\kappa (\alpha - c) / \left(2\kappa - 1 - \beta (n - 1)\right)$ in equilibrium. Hence, to allow the capacity constraint to have bite, we assume:

$$K < \frac{\kappa (\alpha - c)}{2\kappa - 1 - \beta (n - 1)},$$

and denote by $\Delta$ the difference between the equilibrium quantity without shock and the capacity constraint.

Solving the model in the same way as with a shock on the marginal costs but setting $\gamma = 0$ and instead inserting $y^T = K$ yields that the equilibrium quantities and investment levels are:

$$y_i^* = \frac{\kappa (\alpha - c)}{2\kappa - 1 - \beta (n - 1)} - \frac{\beta n \bar{d}}{2\kappa - 1 - \beta \left( n(n - \bar{d}) - 1 \right)} (1 - d_i) \quad \text{and} \quad x_i^* = \frac{y_i^*}{\kappa}. \quad (18)$$

From (18), it is easy to see that the spillover effect resulting from a shock on the capacity is again only relevant for the control group but not for the treatment group. For a firm in the control group, the effect is negative (and non-linear). In addition, as the term denoted by $f_3 (\bar{d}, d_i, \bar{d})$ is increasing in $\bar{d}$, the more firms face a capacity constraint, the lower the quantity and the investment level of a firm in the control group.
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